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B U M M A. R Y. 

The crystal structures o! meta-dinitrobenzene, para-chlo~

iodoJcy benzene, and benzene 1odo-dichlor1de are desc.r,ibed. 

The structure of meta.-dinitrobenzene, (0" H't(N o!J.) ,._ ) , was 

obtained from. Fourier projections on the ~~ and .!.>~ planes. The 

x and y coordinates were obtained with considerable accuracy 

!rom the projection on the ~~ plane, and the z coordinates were 

obtained from a pre'Wious knowledge o:r the size and shape of the 

nitro groups and the a.greement between the observed and calcu

lated values of' F(O~~}. 

· The method of three-dimensional Fourier sections was 

applied to the crystal par·a-chlor-iodoxy benzene, (010~, H,_®J..), 

and the coordinat-es of all the atoms were obtained without any 

ambiguity. The I-0 distances in the iodoxy group are short, 
' -

which implies the existence o:t double bonding between the I and 

0 atoms. The ma.in binding forces in the crystal are :round to 

be between neighbouring iodoxy groups. 

The structure o:t benzene iodo-dichloride, (Cc,H~-ICJ..J, has · 

been obtained f:rom Fourier proJe-ctions on the _!.~ and be planes. 

The iodo-dichloride· group is linear. 

The directions of· the covalent bonds of trivalent iodine 

in C~o Hs-IOlc:t. can be placed in a trigonal bipyramid, but it was 

impossible to !it the covalent bonds o:t pentavalent iodine in 

010" H,. !OJ- into any simple geometrical figure. 

These iodine compounds were done ~n order to determine 

the valency directions of polyvalent iodine, and to see if there 

was any relationship between the directions of the covalent 

bonds in trivalent and pentavalent iodine. If such a relation

ship does exist, it has not yet been detected. 
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i'lm CRYSTJ.L STRUCTIJ'B OF 

M.ETA-DmiTROBENZE!\1!'. 



Meta-dinitrobenzene ~orms pale straw-coloured needle

shaped cryst~s belonging to the orthorhombic system, which 
0 

melt at 91 C. Von Groth gives the symmetry as orthorhombic 

2. 

bipyramidal, the axial ratios, as determined by Steinmetz (l9l5) 

being !! 'q: ~ = 0. 9435 : l : 0. 5434, w1 th the ~ axis in the 
~ ~ ~ 

direct.ion o:t elongation o:t the needles. Good, clear crystals ma~ 
' 

be obtained by slowly cooling a solution in a mixture o:r alcohol 

and acetone. Faces giving goniometer reflections develop around 

the [001] zone, the common ones being (100) and the prism faces 

(120) and (120). 

The unit cell, aa det.ermined by means o:t X-r~s, has the 

dimensions 

b :: 14.ll 

~ ... 3.80.6. • 

which correspond to the axial rat.ios 

a : b : c ,.. o. 943 : l : o .270 • - -- ~ ~ ~ 

The indices of the spectra given in this work are referred to 

these axial ratios and not to those o:r Steinmetz. Previous 

attempts to determine the structure o:t the crystal by means of 

X-r~s have been made by Hertel (1930~, Hendricks and Hibbert 

(19&l),and BanerJee and Ga.ngu.ly (1900). All these workers 

have assumed. the· symmetry of the crystal to be orthorhombic 

bipyramidal, and when the very small value of the g spacing 

is taken into account, this assumption allows only two possible 

types of structure, both o:t 'Which are p~sicall.y improbable and 

neither of" Which is consistent with the observed intensities. 

This was recognised by Hendricks and Hibbert and, shortly after 
~ 

the· publication of their paper, it was discovered by Hendricks 

that the g axis of the crystal was in fact strongly polar when 

tested for piezoelectricity. This polarity was confirmed by 

James {unpublished), and has again been tested in the present 
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FIGU.RR I. A diagrammatic represent-at.ion. o:r· the c1rcui't 
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used 'to l!leasure the polarity o:r crystals. 
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' 

The density of the crystal is 1.570 g./c.c., which corres

ponds to 4 molecule& of C..,Ht(NO,_).,_ in a unit cell having the 

d~ensions given above. 

Oscillation phot.ographs were· taken about a.l.l three axes 

with CuKo{ radiation. General reflections of' all. types occur 

showing that the unit cell is primitive. Reflections OltJ: 

occur only with~ .. ~2n, and ~OJ,. only with~+ l"' 2n. There are 

no restrictions for the ~o. spectra. The possible space groups 
~ 

are Pbn (O,i~) corresponding to a hemihedral point group, or 
. .... .. llo 

Pbnm. (DJ.h or Vh. ) corresponding to a holohedral point group. 

s: 

The second of' these possibilities is ruled out by the observation 

that the g axis is p&J.ar. The space group is therefore Pbn. 

PRELIM mARY· EBr I.lVlATE OJ? TB.'E' BrRUOTURE • 

There are 4 molecules in the unit cell, which i,s the 

number corresponding to a general position in the space group 

Pbn. Nothing in the structure is therefore fixed by symmetry. 

Had the space group been PbrmL, the assumption made by previous 

workers, the general positions would have been eightfold. In 

order to reduce the number of molecules in the unit cell to 4, 

it would therefore have been necessary to suppose the mirror 

planes possessed by this group to be also planes of symmetry of 

the molecule. The small ~ spacing, 3.SA, which is about the 

known thickness of' the benzene ring, would make it necessary to 

suppose the benzene rings themselves to lie on mirror planes. 

The nitro groups would then have to lie either with all their 

atoms on the mirror planes also, or with the nitrogen atoms on 

the mirror planes and the· oxygen atoms symmetrically disposed on 

either side of them. The first of these possibilities is negat

ived at once by the observed intensities, for it would give a 

very strong 002 spectrum, whereas 002fs, in fact, very weak. 



The second type of arrangement would reduce the intensity of the 

002 spectrum but wo~d bring the oxygen atoms in adJacent mole

cules improbably close to one another. The distance obtained 

by HendriCks and Hibbert is 1.91A, whereas distances of over 

3A. have been found in other aromat,ic compounds, and distances 

of 2.7A in inorganic compounds. The structure proposed by 

BanerJee and Ganguly is also of the same type and is subJect to 

the same obJections as that of Hendricks and Hibbert. The 

latter workers were alive to these difficulties, and, because of 

them, Hendricks suggested that· the crystal was polar, as has 

already been stated in the introduction. 

If the space group is assumed to be Pbn, it is no longer 

necessary to suppose the benzene rings to lie on mirror planes. 

Nevertheless, there is a good deal of evidence :tor the view that 

the planes are not greatly inclined to the plane (001). 

The three principal refractive indices of the crystal, 

determined by James and Horrocks, are, for sodium. light, 

ol.. :: 1.48 

~ : 1.68 

y .=- 1.'11 ' 

corresponding to vibrations parallel to ~· ~. and ~ respectively 

as shown in fig. 2. • The small refractive index for vibrations 

parallel to ~ indicates that the q axis is nearly perpendicular 

to the planes of the benzene· rings, while the relative magnitude 

of j3 and r indicate ~hat the planes of the rings are nearly . 
parallel to ~ and inclined at a not very large angle to :Q. 

An examination of the diffuse reflections, the optical 

ghosts due to thermal vibrations, accompanying some of the 

spectra, points in the same direction. Laue photographs taken 

with unfiltered copper radiation when the Q axis is vertical 

show a remarkable set of diffuse reflections in positions 

corresponding to the first layer lines of a rotation photograph 

about the same axis. A reproduction of such a Laue photograph 

taken on a cylindrical camera is shown in fig. 3 • The ghosts 

' 
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l?IGUR.E 2. The principal refract.ive indices o:r the crystal 

meta-dini'trobenz.ene. 

FIGURE' 3. A. Laue photograph o:r meta-dinitrobenz.ene, taken 
. . -
on oylindricaJ. film, and showing ol.early the nleyer-lines" 

of ghosts, superim.pose·d on the ellip-ses or the Bragg spots. 



accompanying the spectra 021 and 021 are particularly strong and 

diffuse and are of the· layer lattice type. (Lonsdale, 1942) 

This suggeats that the planes of: the· benzene rings lie not far 

from the (021) and (021) planes. 

In making use of these data to estimate a preliminary 

strueture of the crystal it was assumed that the benzene ~ing 

was a regular hexagon of side 1.4&, and the size and shape 

assumed for the nitro groups were based on the results of James, 

King and Horrocks :(,1936) for para-dinitrobenzene and ot· van 
~ 

8 

Niekerk. (1943) for 4:4'-dinitrodiphenyl. Three dimensional card-

board models were constructed to scale and packed into the unit 

cell in such a way as to fulfil the symmetry conditions, and to 

conform to the arrangements suggested by the refractive indices 

and the thermal ghosts. It was found that there were a large 

number of ways in which these molecules could pack into the unit 

cell. 

RELATIVE mTENSITY MEASURF.MENTS. 

All the observations were photographic, and were made with 

a cylindrical camera with CuKo( radiation filtered through nickel 

foil. Neither an ionization spectrometer nor an integrating 

photometer was available, so that it was not possible to ob:b.ain 

absolute measurements of intensity and a set of relative measure 

ments had to suffice. 

A crystal of 0.26mm. uniform cross-section was mounted 

for rotation about the .S! axis and the intensities of the spectra 

hkO on the zero layer line were measured. 

The film was passed in. front of a photographically record

ing microphotometer. A typical photometer trace of the zero 

l~er line of one of the films is shown in fig. ~ • 

The variation in intensity with the height of the peak 
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FIGURE· 4. 
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A. reproduction. of the llliorophot.ometer trace o:r· 

the z.ero ~Sier liJle (left-hand side) of i;he :tillll JUl. 
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TABIE • TEE RELA'.fNE IN'l'ENSr!IES OF TilE' SPECTRA APPEARING 

ON TEE' LEF!~HAND SIDE OF' FILM M 11. 

SpeotrUlll ho h I 0 I I-Io 

I2o 6.8 0.15 1 /'220 v.s. 
24o 'l.'l 3.6, -3 25 28 
200 'l.'l 1.55 -3 59 62 
rto 8.3. '1.45 -9 -2 4 
Fro 8.3 4.8 -6 14 20 
I8o 8.4 6.75 -'1 2 g 
no 8.4 7.05 -7 0 7 
I9o 8.55 7.15 -'! 0 7 
2'90 8.5 7.15 -7 0 7 

T,IO,o --· & 0,10 ,0 8.5 '1.05 -7 0 7 
1,11,0 & 1,11,0 8.5 8.0 -7 -5 2 
0,12,0 & 1,12,0 8.45 5.2 -7 :1.1 18 

.2,12,0 8.4 6.8 -7 1 8 
1, 13,0 8.45 8.05 -7 -5 2 
2 13 0 8.4 '1.6 -7 .:;.3 4 ,_, ,. 

2,14,0 8.5· 7.95 -7 -5 2 

:ram 2. THE STANDARDISATION OF' Tn L"EFT lWID SIDE OFl F'ILM Mil 
~ . ..... ' .. . ... . ' . ~. ... ~ 

WITH THE' L'EFT HAND SID'E OF· F'IliBv~ ll 12. 

Spectrum 

24o 
200 
27o 
28o 
2'90 

0. I'f,o & 1, n,o 
2,'12,0 

llii 11 

28 
62 
20 

'1 
7 

18 
8 

ll! 12 

23 
62 
19 

'1 
7 

15 
6 

Ratio M 11 • 
K12. 

1.2 
1.0 
1.05 
1.0 
1.0 
1.4: 
1.3 

mean ratio= 1.1 

\ 
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was determined by Dr. J .N. van Niekerk of the University Phys.ics 

Department. He made a series o~ standard. wedges of. known 

exposure from the direct X-ray be~, which were then photometered 

and the relationship between h (the distance in. ems. from the 

zero-line to the trace) and ~(the intensity in seconds of 

exposure time) obtained. A graph of .!. against h was drawn using 

these values and from this intensity curve t.he J!elative intensit

ies of the spectra, appearing on the photometer curves for the 

film, were determined as follows~ 

Values of h and ~owere· measured, where h is the distance ' 

front the z.ero-line to the t.op of the peak and h 0 is the distance 

t~ the zero-line to the background on which the peak occurs. 

The corresponding values of .!.o and !.. were· found from. the 

intensity curve and the relative intensity of the spectrum is 

(! -10 ). The relative intensities of the spectra appearing on 

the trace shown in fig. 't- ,are given in Table I • 

Since no Weissenberg camera was available at this stage 

many oscillation photographs were necessary in orier to get 

the full rot.ation irlriif:rlrl~ o:t the crystal required (to 0
) and, 

although care· was taken to expose and develop the films :tor 

the saae length of t~e, it was impossible to record each film 

under exactly the same conditions. For eaoh f'ilm, therefore, 
0 . 

oscillations of 15 were given to the crystal, which was then 
0 turned through 10 for·successive· films until the full rotation 

-
had been obtained. In- this way successive films had common 

spectra which were used to standardize the films in terms of 

one another. The standardisation of two successive films in 

this. way is shovm in Table 2.. Thus the intensities of the 

spectra on all the films were expressed on the same scale. 

When making these intensity observations it was found 

that several low order spectra were overexposed. Any peaks with 

h < 0. 3 oms. were ass\lllled to be overexposed. It was therefore 

necessa.ry to take further films With reduced exposure times to 



include these strong spectra as well as other spectra of deter~· 

mined intensity, by comparison. with which the strong spectra 

could be expressed on the same scale. The assumption was made 

that the heights of the peaks on the photometer trace, properly 

calibrated, were proportional to the integrated reflections of 

the· corresponding spectra. This procedure, although it has 

little theoretical Justification, is found empirically to lead 

to no inconsistencies, and is certainly a much better approx

imation to the truth than can be obtained by mere visual estim-

ation. The inte,nsities so measured, are, of course, on an 

arbitrary scale. They can then be multiplied by a suitable 

factor in order to give approximately absolute intensity values. 

When an arrangement was found that gave the same general 
' 

rise and fall of intensities as those observed it was possible 
·; 

to express the observed intensities on an approximately absolute 

scale for the purpose of carrying out the Fourier synthesis. 
I 

It may here be pointed out that if the wrong absolute scale 

has been chosen the only effect on the Fourier projection will 

be to make the relation of the peaks to the bac.kground WZ'Ong. 

The projection would be useless for an electron count. On the 

other hand, the positions o:f the peaks will not be appreciably· 

affected and these are all that are required for a structure 

determination. If the relation between weak and strong integ

rated reflections is wrongly given, this may ~ave some effect 

on the positions of the peaks in the projection, but it will 

not be a large effect unless the error is very considerable. 

A systematic error with increasing order of spectrum will have 

the effect of a false temperature effect and will alter the 

sharpness of the peaks, but not app~eoiably the positions of 

their maxima. 

11.. 



Sl?RUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATIONS. 
- . ' 

The coordinates o:f a point in a general position for 
; 

the space group Pbn are 

("•)•"-) 1 (1:-x, lJ.+~ 1 z._) 1 {±h,{-~, !1.+>-), {X:,j, zf-~). 

The general structure factor F(hkl) is given by 

The stru.cture factors used in this work are F(~O) and F(Okl): 

For F {~O ) when ~i-~ "'" 2n, 

when. !;+~ =- 2ntl, 

[
A ==- 4- UJi rr "h ~(_ ~ J- ik1 
(j =- 0 

fA = -lf~ .2iT~x ~d.~~~ 
l~ ~ 0' 

For F (O!c!) when k = 2n and 1-=- 2n, 

·~ 

[:
A - it CAr.> ~if~ ~~ill.z_ 

f3 ~ 'tu:> ~T(~ ~ :ti/1z_. 

when k ~· 2ntl and 1 = 2n-+l, (A =- -'t~Jrr~ ~iiillz. 
lJJ ~ 4-~ i}f(~ ~ &lf1-z_ 

J ~ is the atomic scattering factor of the atom s in the 0 . \ 
unit cell, Whose coordinates are (x

5 
,y5 ,z~), and the SUlilillation · 

' -
is to be taken ~ver all the 'atoms in tlltejunit cell, For carbon, 

. ~ -
the atomic scattering factors given by Robertson (1935), which 

were derived !.rom measurements on anthracene at low temperatures, 

were used. For nitrogen· and oxygen the val.ues tabulated by James 
-

and Brindley (1931) were used as basis, but they were reduced in 

the same ratio as that between Robertson's values for carbon and 

those of James and Brindl.ey, in order to make some allowance 

:for thermal mot ion. 

The provisional structure was adjusted until the observed 

structure fact.ors of the strongest spectra of type ~0 agreed 

with those calculated from the above formulae using the assumed 

coordinates. , In calculating the observed structure factors it . 



was assumed that the crystals reflected as mosaics, so that the 

intensities were proportional to the squares of the structure 

factors. It was found possible to get fa~r agreement with two 

types of packing, and these were tested by means of a Fourier 
' ', project io.n •, 

' 

TilE' FOURIER S'YNTE:ESIS. 

The proJection of· the structure on the plane (001), which 
.-

uses spectra of the type ~0, is the most suitable for the pur-

pose. The density a- (x,y) of the projection at the point (x,y} 

on the plane ~~ is given by 
+c:O ' 

r:r(x. Li) ~ _L z. 2_ F ("- ko) £-1-h (_ J.Tii (h. x + ~)], 
, d A ( ctb) h__ oO k. . r L . 0(_ T 

where A(ab) is the area of the side ~l!_of the unit cell. The 

projection has a centre of symmetry, although the structure as a 

whole·has not, and the series in thts case takes the ~orm 
+OO 

<r(x,~) ~ $) {~ ±jf(hl<o)j UJ~II{":+ ~) 
-oO 

The observed values of IF(MO) \ are used as the coefficients 
_, 

in the sel'ies, the sign appropriate· to any given coefficient 

being determined from. the provisional structure. The two types 

of packing that gave possible magnitudes to the calculated 

structure factors for the s.trong spectra gave opposite signs to 

some of them. and the Fourier proJection was made with each set 

of signs in turn, the method us.ed being substantially the.t des-· 

cribed by Lipson and Beevers (1936). One set of signs gave a 

proJection corresponding to nothing phys.ical, but the other gave 

very clear outlines of the molecules. From this proJection, 

more accurate values of the :x and y parameters were determined 

a recalculation of the straoture factors was made, which resulted 

in a change of sign of some of the smaller coefficients, and a 



TA'BLE 3 • COMPARISON OF OBSERVED Al'ID CALCULATED F VALUES. 
.. - . . - " .. 

Spectrum 4 Fobs Fcata Spectrum ~'obs Fcalc 

200 23.6 -l.9.2 240 J.2.4 -12.8 
.. 

400 34.0 46.8 250 22.0 -21.6 
... -

600 so~s 42.8 260 abs. ""' 6.4 

800 a.bs. 0 270' l.5.2 -16.4 
- -

10,00 10.0 . 12,4 280 9.6 8.0 

12,00 . abs. 8.4 290 10.8 ..;. 9.6 

2,10,0 abs. - 4.4 

020 27.6 32.0 2,12,0 12.8 10.8 
.. 

040 27.3 -32.0 2,13,0 9.6 14.4 
-

060 33.2 -42.0 
.; 

-
080 17.0 "'16.0 310 53.2 -59.6 

.. 
0,10 ,o 6.6 4.8 

... 
320 abs. 6.8 

- -0 ,12,0 18.6 -22.8 330 25.2 22.0 

340 12.8 -13.6 

llO 10.8 -13.6 350 14.0 13.6 
. -J.20 25.6 18.8 360 43.2 -6J..6 

1~ 4.Z..6 53.2 370 17.6 19.6 
... , 

140 34.4 -45.2 380 abs. - 2.4 

160 10.8 - 5,2 390 7,3 -13.2 
.. 

160 J.6.8 J.3.6 3,J.O,O abs. '1.2 

170 6.4 - 5.4 
.. 

180 '10 .• 4 10.8 410 5.6 - 1.2 
-

190 10.0 -17.2 420 21,2 -22.0 

10.0 . 19.2 
. 

1,10 ,O 430 J.O .0 - 6.6 

1,11,0 10.8 5.2 440 abs. 2.0 
.. 

1,J.3,0 6.4 - '1.2 450 15.2 16.8 

460 8.4 -14.8 

210 26.0 -30.0 470 abs, - 2.8 
.. . 

220 . 23,2 -30.4 480 6,8 1.2 

230 31.2 -37.6 490 8.0 - 3.6 



'" 

TABLE ~ • (continued). 
' . 

Spectrum 4 Fobs Fe ale Speet.rum 4 FQb~ Fe ale 

4,10 ,o 10.8 19.6. 810 abs. 1.6 ' 

820 1o"o· - 8.a 
-

P10 14.8 ~12.8 630 9.2 14.4 
.. 

520 33.6 ~34.4 840 12.8 -15.2 
.. .. 

500 13.2 10.0 850 abs. 4.0 
I 

. 
540 12.4 -20.4 860 14.8 - 9.3 

-
550 abs. - 2.0 870 16.4 -22.4 

-
560 16.4 16.8 880 14.8 16.8 

·-
570 16.4 25.2 890 16.0 -18.8 . 

580. 15.2. 22.4 
-

590 abs. - 4.8 910 abs. 3.2 
. .. 

920 abs" 5.2 
.. 

610 abs. - 7..3 930 5.2 7.2 

620 14 .• 0 -16.0 940 4.8 6.0 
.. .. ' 

620 3.9 - 1.2 900 abs. -2.4 
-

640 abs. 5.2· 960 15.6 .. 10.4 
- -

650 abs. 5.2 ~70 abs. 8.8 
-

66.0 abs• - o.8 . 980 10.0 13.6 

670 5.2 5.2 
.. 

680 a.bs. 1.2 10,10 abs. - 2,4 
- - -

6,12,0 a. a ;..11.6 10,20 abs. - s.s 
lO,ZO 10.0 11.6 

710 34.0 -36.8 10,40 12.4\ 20.4 
- . -

720 16.0 23.2 ·10,50 22.4 25.2 
. 

7'l/J s.o 5.2 10,60 abs. - 4.0 

74.0 a.8 - s.o 10,70 12.0 13.6 
-

750 abs. 5.2 10,80 - 13.2 -14.8 
- ~ 

760 abs. - 2.4 
.. 

770 9.2 16.0 11,§.0 9.6. 11.6 

780 abs. - 2.8 11,70 6.8 s.o 

·------ -·----------------
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TABm J. (continued) 

Spectrum 4 Fobs Fcalc 

11,.80 s.4 3.2. 

].2,60 6.8 ..;.11.6 
~ 

13,10 7.2 10.8 
·-

13,20 4.8 -1o.a 

b 

021 60 67.6 278° 
-. --

041 25 17.3 35° 
-
061 25 34.8 290° 

081 lO 11.7 l98° 
·• 

0,10 ,1 12 19.5 259° 
-

o,12,1 abs 10,2 62° 

002 6 6.6 76 ° 

022 38 18.8 177° 
... 

344° 042 26 7,1 

062 8 15.7 289" 
.. 
082 12 18.0 288° 

0 ,10,2. 15 9.9 76 ° 

023 abs 9.6. 222 ° 
-

222° 023 abs 9.6 
--

196° 043 8 11.6 

063 13 16.2 98° 
. 
083 9 14~1 98° 



' 

---------------------

FIGURE 5. Fourier proJection of t.he structure tin the .! 
-~ ' . -

direction on the ~1! plane. Contours are· drawn at. intervals 

. of approximately l electron per sq • .A. The outer line is the 

2-eleetron contour. 

,----·-·· ----·-· --- --- -----
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second projection was carried. out. A third and final projection 

was made as a result of the second, and this is illustrated in 

fig. S", which may be considered in conjunction with the key 

diagram. fig. {; • 

The agreement between. F (observed) and F (calculated) 

(for the third proJection) is good, with no serious discrepancies. 

Table 3 shows the agreement between the observed and calculated 

F values for the spectra ~o and OJf~. 

EsTIMATION OF PARA.METERS. 

In the projection on the ~ face the atoms are all well re~ 

solved, and it is possible to fix -the .x and y parameters with 

considerable accuracy. From these, in conjunction with the known 

dimensions of the molecule, it is possible to draw certain 

conclusions. The lines joining opposite carbon atoms of the · 

benzene ring pass very nearly through one point in the middle 

of the ring. This suggests that the hexagon is regular, but 

the different lengths of the sides indicate that the plane of 

the ring is no~ parallel to the (001) plane. The lengths of 

the sides nearly parallel to the ~ axis are ~.4lA, but the other 

sides have in the projection a length 1.33A. If the ring is 
0 

regular, it,¢ must .make an angle of about 20 with the 11. axis and 

be nearly parallel to the a axis. This result is in agreement 

with the results of Banerjee and Bhattacha.rjya, of which it has 

been possible to obtain only an abstract, who from. measurements 

of the magnetic anisotropy of the crystals conclude that the 

benzene ring is parallel to the a axis , but is inclined at an 
o I 

angle of 22 20 to the ~ axis. In the projection the C.-N1 dist-

ance is l.40A, the C
3
-N2. distance is 1.33A. Allowing for the 

above-mentioned tilt of the molecule of 20° to the 'Q_ axis, the 

CN distances become 1.42A, if it is assumed that the ON link lies 



2.1 

in the plane o~ the benzene ring. These CN distances are shorter 

than the CN distances observed by James et al. (1935) for para

dinitrobenzene and van Niekerk {1943) for 4:4 '-dinitroiliphenyl 

the average value ot which is 1. 54A. The discrepancy can be 

explained by assuming the 8N link to be inclined at an angle of 

about 15° to the plane of the ring. In fig. fo , i:t: the direct~~~ 

ions of the arrows on the molecules indicate a tilt downwards, 

then N2.. is below the plane of the ring and N1 could either be · 

above or below C1 • 

TABLE Jr. INTERATOMIC DISTANCES n:r TEE NITRO GROUP (,m A). 

O-N N-01 N-Q1.. o-o 

para-dinitrobenzene 1.53 1.25 1.10 2.14 
• 4:4 1-dinitrodiphenyl 1.56 1.21 1.14 z.oo 

complex o:t 4:4 1 -dini trodiphenyl 1.53 1.10 1.10 1.90 
with 4-hydroxydiphenyl 

The N-O distances in the projection are all different, and 

this suggests that the nitro group~ do not lie in the (001) plane. 

James et al. (1935) and van Niekerk (1943)_ found the nitro group 

to be unsymmetrical, and the values of the interatomic distances 

obtained by them are given in Table 4. In neithe.t' case were 

the observations accurate enough to make this lack of syllmlet.ry 

entirely certain. A symmetrical nitro group has been observed 

in some recent work by Saunder (1946), on a molecular complex of 

4:4 1-dinitrodiphenyl and 4-hydroxydiphenyl, in which the nitro 

groups are found to l.ie across a mirror plane of symmetry. 

Various possible N-0 distances were assumed, and the correspond

ing z parameters calculated for both possible positions of each 

oxygen atom in relation to the corresponding nitrogen atom, and 

for both possible positions of N1 relative to 01 • These s 

parameters were checked by comparing the calculated and. observed 



F. values for the 0~~ spectra. The best agreement. was obtained 

with the nitro group symmet~ical, the N-Q distance being 1.20A, 

as shovm in fig. 1 • It was :round that the angle 0~ was then 
0 

130 and the o-o distance 2.17A. These values are in agreement 

with those obtained by James et al. (l935),v-.n Niekerk (1943), 

and Saunder (1946). 

An- examination of :tig. K , 'Which shows the positions o:f the 
. -

atoms in the crystal proJected on to the ~~ plane, shows that 

the overlap of the molecules is such that no very goo,d resolution 

is to be expected, particularly as the- number of spectra avail

able for the projection is small, owing to the small. value of 

the S! spacing and to space group restrictions. Similar remarks 

apply t.o the proJection on the ~2. plane. However, a projection 

of' the e·lectron density on the ~~plane was made, using visual 

estimates of the intensities of the spectra F~O~~) • In this 

projection there is no centre of symmetry, so it was necessary 

to calculate the phases in order to carry out the summation. 

This proJection is shown in fig. I . _ No definite values for 

the parameters could be obtained from this proJection, but the 

large unresolved peaks are quite consistent with the arrangement 

of atoms shown in fig. ~ • It is worth noting that the molecules 

lie very nearly in the plane-s (021) and (021), which would 

account for the strong thermal ghosts of the layer lattice type 

that accompanies the corresponding spectra. 

The parameters of the atoms, expressed as fractions of 

the lattice translations, are shown in Table ~, 



---------- -- -- ---·~ -

F-IGURE 7. Fourier projection o:f the structure in the a 

direction ont.o the ~~ plane. The contours are drawn at 

equal intervals. 

··~ 
\ 

FIGURE 8. ProJection o:f the structure in the ~ direction 

onto the ~~ plane. The m.oleeules with double circles are 

§../2 above or-below those with single circles. 

.L 

• 



TA'BIB s::. PA.R.A.BTERS OF TFJ:Er ATOMS EXPRESSED AS FRACTIONS OF' TEE' 

CORRESPONDJNG LATTICE TRANSLATIONS. 
' 

X y z. 

c, 0.135 0.367 0 
. 

Cz 0.180 0.452 ..0.109. 
--

c?> 0.285 0.463 -o.l09 

c,_ o,Z47 0.388 0 

c~ 0.300 . 0.304 0.109 
. -~ 

c" 0.197 0.292 0.109 

N_, o.oj2 0.354 -0.174 
- -

N~ 0.333 0.546 -0.283 

o, ...0.003 0.284 ~.063 

O:z: -0.017 0.411 ~0.345 

-· ··-
0~ . 0.268 .. 0.601 -0.213 

.. -· - ~ •. 
o't 0.416 0.564 -0.388 

DESCRIPTION OF THE NOLECUL~ • 
..... 

From. the calculations already described, the molecule 

has the following dimensions: 

C-0 = l.4U., 0-N = l.54A., N-0 = l.20A, 0-0 = 2.17A. 

The siz.e and shape of the molecule is given in fig. 'I • 
It must be understood that this picture of the molecule 

of meta-dinitrobenzene has been derived from only one proJec** 

ion .(that on the !'12 plane), and the siz.e and shape of the 

nitro group has been largely assumed from the results obtained. 

for other nitro compounds. This description refers to the 

molecule as a unit of the crystal structure, and a free mole

cule may not necessarily have the same configuration~ 



... 

-----=---..-----, 
! 

__ __, 
.. 

·--------. 

b. 

FIGURE" 9. a. The molecule· Qf' meta-dinit.robenzene· proJec'ted 

on to a plane normal ~o that of the benzene ring. 

b. The molecule of meta-dinitrobenzene proJected 

on to the plane of the benz.ene ring .• 

Note: In fig. 9b, the a.ngle of 6°\Yhich the .ProJected line 
~ .. 

Joining 01 N1 makes with the· line 01 C't m.Ecy: be due t.o l\l'1 and O:z.. 

being Unresolved ~IL the pro,jection (see fig,5) and may not 

be a real effect. 
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TER PACKING OF Tire ACLEOULES m THE' CRYSTAL. 

There are 4 molecules in the unit cell Which are derived 

from a single molecule by operat.ion o:r the glide planes.. ~he 

diagrams are labelled so that atoms derived from. one another 

by a latt.ice translation, or by the operation o:t a glide plane 

are denoted by the same letter. 

The packing of the molecules in the crystal is such that 

each oxygen atom approaches one CH unit rather closely (the 

dis~ances of approach varying from. 2.9DA to 3.2DA) and the other 

CH unit.s at a much greater distance (these distances varying 

:trom 3. 55.1 upwards ) • There seems to be no tendency for an 

oxygen atom to pack itself at equal distances from neighbouring 

CH units. These shortest distances can be compared with the 

0-CH distance of a.a·-a.4A obtained by James et al. (1935) 

with para-dinitrobenzene and the 0-CH distances o:t 2.9-3.2A 

and 3.4- 3.6J. obtained by van Niekerk (1943) with 4:4 '-dinitro

diphenyl. 

The closest approach of CH units to one another is 3.6A, 

which is in agreement with other work done on aromatic compounds. 

The closest approach of neighbouring oxygen atoms varies 

from 3.2A to 3.7A, which distance is considerably greater than 

the closest distance o~ approach for 0-0 in inorganic compounds, 
-

which is 2. 'lA., but agrees with the values obtained by James 
nitro 

et al. and van Niekerk for aromatic~compounds. 

The forces binding the crystal together are probably 

van der Wai.l§~~ forces, although it seems possible that there 

m43 be some attractive force between neighbouring 0 and OH units 

which helps to bind the crystal t.ogether. 

The structure is a compact one. The crystal has a high 

density, 1.57 g./c.c., and, like other organic crystals, is 

fairly soft and easily cut. It is unlike para-dinitrobenzene 

and 4:4'-dinitrodiphenyl in this respect, although the main 

binding torcss of the cry~tal appear to be of the same type. 



- 1'1 
Almost simultaneous" with the publication of the above 

eryst.al struot~e of meta-dinitrobenzene in the Proceedings of 

the Royal Soeie~y (Dee.. 1946), a paper "The Crystal structure· 
..... 

o:t Meta-dinitrobenz.ene" by N.W. Gregory and E.N. Lassettre was 
"' 

published in the Journal of the lwlerican Chemical. Society 
- -

(Jan. 1947). This structure is essentially the sam..e as the 

one already described. The space group is Pbn, and a Fourier 

pro3eetion on the !-~ plane was made, using the spectra o:r type 

hkO. The x and y coordinates are the same within the limits 
~ 

of experimental error. Their z. coordinates, however, are very 

differe:p;t frcun,. ~ose quoted above. Gregory and Lassettre 

ealcula1ied their z. coordinates from an examination of· the ~I 

spee~a appearing dan. the lst l~er line of rotation phQtographs 

taken with the crystal rotating about the c axis. They assumed 

that the nliltro groups were in the saxn.e plane as the benzene 

ring. 

Tlie dimensions of the molecule of meta-dinitrobenzene 

are given in the. fOllowing table which appeared in. the·ir paper. 

"Inter-atomic Distances- in A. 

o, .... c~ = 1.33 

0 - 0 -= 1.33 '}.. :, 

03 - c't- = 1.42 

o't - o!f = 1. 38 

05 - c& = 1. 37 

c, - o, ~ 1.37 

mean = 1.3? 

cl.. - N, .,_ 1. 't-Co * 
Cc., -N~" 1.3q 

N1 - 01 :::. 1.18 * 
. * 

N;- 0,_ "'" 1.10 
-

NJ..- 0~ = 1.15 
--

N.l.- Oq.:: 1.22 

o, - 01." l. 95 * 
" -

03 - Oq. = 2.13 
- 1\ 
0

3 
NJ. o ... = 128" 

"'· - 0* 0
1 

N
1 

0,_- 120 

*indicating less reliable distances " 

Gregory and Lassettre then state, 11The aver98e carbon-carbon 

distance agrees within experimental error with the accepted 



va.lue Gf the carbon-carbon distance in the benzene ring. 
. '- ' . ~ 

The ca:rbon-ni trogen distance in m.-dini trobenz.ene is 1. 39 ± .04A. 

This inter-at.Qmic distance corresponds to la% double bond 

character for the earbon~nitrogen bond". The possibility that 
. ~ 

the car'Pon-ni trogen link might ·not lie f..,J. pa:Dallel to the 

~~ plane was not considered as an explanation of the shortness 

of this distance compared. 'with the C-N distances obtained by 

James et al. (193£>) and van Niekerk (1943) on aromatic n!l~o 

compounds. 

Gregory and Lassettre consider the attraction between 

atoms qf different molecules to be of..two types; first, those 

between oxygen and hydrogen. atoms and, ~?econd, those between 

benzene nuclei. They sugges.t ·that hydrogen bonds are formed in 
I 

the cases where the distance :r.rom 0 to CH unit. is small, namely 
.. 

3.0A, and further state that the association of m-dinitrobenzene 

in benz.e·ne · solution is to be attributed in part to this fact. 



\ 

TEE' CRYSTAL . STRUO~ OF' 

PJR.A-CHIDR-IODOXY :BENZENE". 
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The para-chlor-iodoxy benzene and the para-methyl-iodoxy 

benzene used in the experiments was prepared by Dr. \V'.S. Rapson 

of' the University Chemistry Department. 

Pa.ra-ohlor-iodo:x.y benzene gradually separated when a solut

ion of para-chlor-iodo benz.ene in ether was shaken with an excess 

of Oaro 's acid f'or several d"'s. (c.f. Bamberger and Hill (1900}. 

It was f'iltered off from the reaction mixture, and well washed 

with water. Pure crystals, having the same properties as the 

material described by Willgerodt (1893), were subsequently grown 

from this product. Para-methyl-iodoxy benzene was prepared in 

a similar wa:y. 

Fairly good crystals of both compounds wer~ grown from 

water and also from glacial acetic acid. They have the f'orm.. of 

colourless, thin flat plates with the a faces predominant and 

a cleavage plane· (001). 

The shapes of the crys.tals are shown in the following 

sketch. 

grown from: 

water 

glacial acetic acid 

para-chlor-iodoxy 
benzene 

para-methyl-iodo:xy 
benzene 

Photographs were taken with all the crystals, and it was found 

that the crystal para-methyl-iodoxy benzene is identical with 

the crystal para-chlor-iodoxy benzene with regard ~o its unit 

cell, space group, and intensities of spectra. A complete 

structural determination was then made of para-ohlor-iodo:xy 

benzene using crystals grown from acetic acid, as these were 

slightly thicker than those grown. from water. 



FIGURE 10. .Para-methyl-iodoxy benze,ne. 
0 

15 oscillation photograph with the o.rystal 

rotating about the ~ axis, and the, X-rays incident initially 

alon~ the a~ axis. 

FIGURE 11. .Para-ehlor-iodoxy benzene. 

15° oscillation photograph witn the crystal 

rotating about the ~ axis, and the X-r&¥s incident initially 

along the ~*" axis. 

31 



The unit cell, as determined from rotation photographs 

with c~ radiation, has the dimen,sions ' 

a -:ol4.4A. 

~·"" 6.504 

c ~ S.llA. 

(3 = 9Sio· 

The monoclinic ~le, (J, was determined fl.-om a Yieissenberg zero 

l~qer line photograph about the b axis. 
. . -

The density of the crystal, determined by theunethod. ot·. 

:tlotat.ion, is about 2.4grm.s./c. c., Which corresponds to 4 mole

cules of OlC~H.,_IO,_ in a unit cell having the dimensions given 

above. 

General reflections jg~ of all types occur, showing that 

the unit cell is primitive. Reflections~ and OJ.cl occur with 
. . 

no restrictions, while E-Ql spectra occur only with l:=.2n, and 
/'. 

spectr
1
a o~ occur only with lf=2n. The space group is thus P.2.~. 

,I 

INTENSITY ~S. 

All the observations 11ere photographic, and were made with 
.. 

a cyliXlClrica.l oscillation camera with OuXo( radiation filtered 

thro~h nickel foil. Oomplet.e sets of rotation photographs were 

taken about the !a' ~~ and c axes in order to get all possible 

~~ spectra. The intensities of the spectra were measured by 

comparing them visually with a calibrated scale of spots of 

different exposures. These intensities are, of course, on an 

arbitrary scale but they can be expressed on an. approximately 

absolute scale by the use of a suitable multiplication :factor. 

Nearly 800 spectra were measured and. used in the various 
... 

proJections. T.able 'k gives the F values o.f all the observed 

spectra. 
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TA'BL~ " • Fobserved and F'calculated (:tor I and 01 only). 

Spectrum F(obs) F(oalcl Spectrum F(obs) F(calcl 
4 .. 4 

100 74 +34.2 430 26 t38.8 
2QO 59 •51.3 530 16. . +26.5 
300 36 +21.3. 630 15 t33.6 
400. 9 +12.8 730 lO +20.7 
500 4 + 0,9 12,30 7 -22.5 
600 16 -22.8 13,20 9 -17.1 
700 17 -16.9 14,30 10 -26.9 
800 23 -41.5 15,30 9 -19.6 
900 15 -25.6 

10,00 21 -40.0 140 18 +23.5 
11,00 9 -24.1 2.40 18 +25.3 
12,00 5 -23.1 340 9 +13.9 
.+3.,00 5 -14~4 440 7 + '1.2 

640 9 -12.1 
~. ~" 

020 40 -50.4 740 5 -13.7 
OOP 13 +22~9 840·:~ 5 -24!5 
060 abs - 0.9 

250 7 -14.4 
002 45 +11.9 350 'l -17.3 
004. 61 ~41~0 450 10 -22.2 
Q06 19 -21.6 550 7 -20.1 
008 5 +13.7 650 5 -20t3 

00,10 4 +18.9 
.. 160 4. + 2,4 

110 48 -10.4 560 5 - 1.8 
210 87 -38.5 
310 40 -26,6 011 a.bs - 5,7 
410 62 -54.7 012 101 +30.4 
510 24 -31.6 013 17 ·- 4.5 
61Q 40 -44.9 014 26 t2l.O 
810 13 -24.2 015 9 - 2.0 
810 10 ... 19.2 016 9 -10.1 
910 4 - 8.9 017 9 + 3.4 

10,l.O 4 + 8,6 . 018 9 tt· -24.1 
11,10 5 ... 7.0 
12,1Q 9 +28.2 021 4.7 -12•6 
13,10 5 +18.3 022 15 -11,8 
14,10 7 +32.9 023 26 -15.9 
15,10 5 +22.0 024 36 +35.9 

026 10 +25.1 
120 I 51 -Z0.4 027 5 t11.8 
220 71 -40.8 .. 

320 21 -18.6 031 17 + 7.6 
420 22 -10.9 032 67 -26.8 
620 14 t19.3 033 9 + 1.6 
720 7 +15~8 034 22 -17.7 
820 ll +36.6 035 21 - 9~1 
920 9 +24.0 038 5 t20.9 

10,20 11 ol-35.6 - . 
11,20 7 +22.5 041 10 -t-17.7 
12,20 5 +21.0 042 11 + 7.4 
16,20 7 -17.2 043 22 t24.2 
17,20 5 -22.5 044 '1 -23.8 

130 11 + 9.0 051 21 -12.2 
200 22 +26.3 
330 22 t22.1 



TABLE' "· (continued) 

Spectrum F(obs) F(calc) Spectrum F(obs) F(calc) 
. ~ 4. ... ·"' 4 

061 f) -18.7 306 14 -36,.9 
063 15 -26.8 406 f) •16.9 

606 4 -20.9 
071 14. +14.~· 806 f) +- 8.0 

906 9 .,.23!2 
102 105 +-64~9 10,06 f) •16.5 

'202 ?6 +26~9 11,06 4 +31.5 
302 33 +-53.6 

166 402 20 •30.8 15 -20.3 
002' 26 +46,'1 206 ll -10 .f) 
602 13 ·-+22.'1 m6 9 - 4:.3 'ZQ2 13 +-21.7 406 9 t 4.8 
902 5 - '1.3 oo6 14 +27.9 

10,02 f) -77.6 60'6 15 +18.5 
1J,.,02 'l -28.2 rzoi 21 +36.5 
12,02 f) -18.2 806" l'l +24.7 
13,02 7 -34.3 906 17 +28.8 
14,02 f) ~30.6 10,06 11 +21.2 

- 12,06 5 + 9.7 
10-a' 2.9 -23.7 
20-g 10 - 7.8 208 5 ... 8.6 
3()]' 61 -38~4 308 f) -14.3 4C)'f 30 -25t0 408 rz -26.5 
00~ 59 ~62.1 508 4 -19.1 
602 29 -30.8 608 4 -32,0 
'102 28 -41.'1 '108 4 -16.6 
so!' 12 -24.3 
902 9 -16,6 lOS 5 + 9.8 

11,0'!' 9 +10.4 20'8 5 •29.9 
13,0!' 7 •28.2 308 9 ~19.9 
14,0!' 5 +18.3 408 ll •32.8 
15,Q'r 7 +30.0 oos 12 ..-22.4 

' 60s 13 +21.1 
104 13 -14.9 rzoa 15 +16.0 
004. 4 + 9.2 808 4. to, 5.6 
404 9 +15,5 

10,10 604 10 .... 16.3 4 -t26~3 
604 13 +36.8 20,10 4 +18.0 

. 704. 12 ..-23.3 30,10 4 +12.3 
804 9 +38~8 40,10 4 + 9.7 
904 9 +20.9 

10,04 'I +2~.0 111 17 - 3.4 
211 46 -14.3 

104 33 -27.0 311 25 - 6.6 204 7 -48.5 411 7 - 7.4. oo4 39 -28.8 811 4 - 4.3. 
404 33 -33.6 
604 25 -19.2 lll 70 -20.2 
604 18 ... 5.7 2ll 'l - 6~1 
704 ( 9 - 2.6 att 'l - 3.2 
8()4 'l -t-21.0 4ll 13 + 2.7 ·- 9 •13.6 511 19 + 3.0 904 - •25.1 - ... 5.6 10,04 10 611 14 

. 11,0! 5 +23.2 711 5 + 2.0 
12,0_! 7 ~32~ 'l 81l 4 ... 2.8 
13,0! 7 +23.4 9il 5 + 6.4 
14,04 0 +17.4 14,11 5 - 2.5 

106 21 -37.0 112 103 +47.3 
206 18 -23,6 212 13 tl5.6 



TA13L'E' " . (continued) 

Spect:rum. F(obs) F(calo) Spectrum F(obs) ~~o!lo) 4 

512 9 -16-~5 115 2l • 4.6 
612 13 ~18~5 215 'i + 3.7 
'112 21 -37.9 915 4 - 5,2 ' ., 

812 11 -24.8 
912 14 -39.8 115" 7 + '1.6 

10,.12 'l -21.4 2i5 4 .... 2.0 
11,12 5 ·25.8 311 9 + 4.2 
l6,12 4 +12,0 41'6 4 + 2.0 

li! 
... 615' 4 .. 5.7 

105 ,. -56.6 815' 5 - 2.7 212 p7 . -34.'1 13,1'5 5 - 2.7 
3J.i 57 -38.5 14,15 'l - 2.5 
412' 19 . -23.1 
51'! '1 - 6..5 116 5 r/ - -16.8 
6i2 5 - 4.9 216 5 ·, ;, + 'l. 3 
7i2 ll +23.0 316 9 ' .,. 6.0 .. 
8i2 'l +14.8 416 7 +20.6 
91! 15 .f-37.5 516 7 +25.5 

10,1! 9 +25.5 616 '1 ;-24.4. 
11,12 12 +34.4 716 7 -t-33.2 
12,12 'I . t25.6 816 5 . t18.2 
13,i~ 5 +18.2 916 fi, t26.1 
17,1! '1 -18.5 

116 16, +32.4 
113 '1 +12.8 ·2i6 18 +25.7 
213 7 - 3.0 311> 25 +33.2 
313 'l - 3.l 416 24 +30.2 

11,13 9 ... 6.5 516 20 ... 21.1 
616 13 .. +21.8 

11"3 19 ... 2.5 716 10 +'2.4 
21! 9 + 5.6 916 ·7 -18;4 
41'i 13 + 8.5 10,16 5 -14.2 
51'! 13 + 3~1 11,16 5 -27.4 
61"3' 5 ... 2~9 12,16 5 -26.0 
91! 5 - 1.6. 

12,i! 5 + 2.1 517 '5 .. 2.3 
61"1 5 - 6.6 

114 43 ·+32.8 rzif 9 .. 2.4. 
·214. 53 ~30.4 
314 23 +42.2 118 7 - 26.0 
414. 19 +24.1 218 '1 -28.2 
514 10 +34.4 718 5 +13.9 
614 7 +10.3 
814 5 - o~o 118 7 -r25.9 
914 5 -11.2 218 7 ... 9.6 

10,14 9 -22.'1 318 6 +14.2 
1.).,14 9 -19.0 ua 5 ... 8.1 

81'8 9 o..24.6 - 21 -1:5.8 918 5 -28.4 ' 114 . - 9 ... 7.6 10,18 4 •17.'1 214 
3li 4 + 3.9 - 4 -23.7. 11,18 
414' 24 •32.2 
o14 18 -t-24.1 121 4 - 3.2 
614 23 +39.9 221 11 - 6.0 
714' 17 ... 30.6 321 5 +10.2 
814 21 +29.8 421 5 ... 3.5 
914 9 +-26 .• 4 521 16 +12.8 

10,1! 5 .... 9. 3 6~1 13 t10.6 
11,14 5 t11.8 
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TABLE' " . {continued) 
~ ~ - - - - .. 

Spectrum F(obs) F(ealc) Spectrum. F(obs) F'calo) 
~-- -~ 4.-<'· 4 

~ 

926 7 -21.'1 132 67 t39.9 
10,2'6 5 -23.5 232 38 +27.4 

332 38 +28.5 
827 5 -15.1 432 20 t1'1.8 

532 5· +5.7 
12"1 5 - 4.4 632 4 ~ 2.0 
227 5 -12.4 732 7 -.16.9 
327 'l - 3.6 832 5 -13~8 
42if 5 - 7.2 932 7 . -29.2 
62"1 5 + 2.2 10,3! .'1 -22.4 

11,3,& 7 -28.2 
328 5 +18.9 12,32 7 -21.4 
428 4 +18.'( 13, 3:g 9 -15.9 
528 4 +23.0 14,32 5 -12.9 
628 5 t25.9 

233 11. +12.1 
228 9 -24.4 333 13 .... 3.1 
328 5 -23.6 433 12 +18.2 
428 9·- -24.5 533 11 111~1 
52'S' 9 -26.8 633 12 +15.6 
62'S 9, -14.4 733 'l .. - +14.1 
'128 5 -18.4 833 5 . + '1.1 

13,33 4 - 5.1 
131 28 +20.4 14,33 4 -11,6 
231 44 +17.1 
331 32 +13.8 133 21 -12.0 
431 17 +17.6 233 24 -13.9 
531 10 + 2.7 333 28 -12.7 
631 5 +10.3 433' 21 -20.8 
731 7 ... 7.5 531 12" - 8,3 
931 5 -12.7 633 7 -18.1 

10,31 5 -1o.a 833 5 - 7~4 
11,31 7 ·-11.8 12,33 5 -f.14~7 
12,31 9 -16.4 13,33 5 ... 7.5 
13,~1 5 - 6.4 14,33 5 tl6.8 

13! 17 ,+17.5 134 13 -23.0 
43! 11 -11.4 2M 12. -31.5 
5$1 'i "" 7.6 334 9 -24.3 
63! 12 !'"14.0 434 9 -31.9 
73! 10 -17.1 534 5 -16.1 
83l 7 '!"'10.8 634 .5 -18.6 
93! 5 -18.3 10,34 4 ... 18.9 

10,3! 5 ·- 3..1 11,34 4 +17.7 
11,3! 5 -11.0 
13,31 5 ... 2.0 13'4 10 +11.8 
14,3! 5 + 6.7 334 '1 - 2.3 
16,31 7 + 7.5 434' 19 -24.2 

534 12 -19.6 
132 31 -33.2 634 10 -31.5 
232 9 -14.0 734 9 -25 .• 8 
332 5 -11.~ 83:! 7 -24.8 
532 9 +12.8 934 5 -21.4 
632 11 +16.0 
732 13 +29.2 135 10 ... 16.8 
832 '1 +21.9 235 5 ~10.1 
932 '1 +21.5 735 5 t13.9 

10,32- 7 +27.6 
11,32 5 ~16.1 



J8' 

TABlE' lo. (continued) 

Spectrum. F(obs) F'ealo) Spectrum . F(Ob$) ~~cfo) 
,. 4 ~~ 

~35 15 .... 19~6 142 12 <+17 .7 
23'5 15 - 5.3 242 12 +20.1 
3$5 17 -13.3 342 12 +29.0 
430 5 ·- 1.3 442 7 t22.'l 
630' 5 + 4.8 542 9 ·+27.2 
73'! 4 +ll.4 642 7 ·+16.3 as 4 • 7.3 13,42. 7 . -23.0 

436 5 ~17.0 ~42 1.0 + 2'.3 
53Q 5 -20.8 342 7 -20.2 
636 7 -21.3 442' 11 -18.9· 
'1Z.6 5 -2'1~2 542' 19 -2.8.9 

13i 
642 9 -23..1 

5 -25.9 742 9 -24.6, 
236:" 7 -22.4 842 'l -18.0 
33'& 12 -27.5 13,42 '1 +17.8 
431 12 -25.4 
536" 9 -17.3 143 25 1"22.8 ' 

63'6 7 -17.3 243 23 +17.0 
343 1.4 \ -4-16.5 

237 5 -15.4 443 5 +5.7. 
337 5 - 6.5 843 5 -16.8 
537 5 - '1.7 943 7 -10.3 

10,43 'l -17.0 
43"f 5 +1·5.0 11.,43 7 ~16.0 
531f 7 • 6.~ 12.,43 4 -10.4 
63"! 5 +1 7·.a 
'l'l)f. 5 + 4.2 14'3 

" 

21 - 8.3 
243 18' -18.5 

238 4 +23.6 34~ 5 - 2.4 
443 5 - 3.4 

238 5 - 9.4 543 9 + 9t5 
64'3,. 9. .-11.8 

141 10 I ... 3.3 741~) 9 +12.6 
241 ~ + 7.5 843 9 +21~8 
341 11 -14.5 943 9 +10.7 
441 15 - 6 .• 3. 10,4'3 7 +21.7 
541 16 -19.8 ll,43 5 + 5.4 
641 11 -17.2 12,4'3 5 +12.1 
741 9 -19.9 14,4-z 4 - 2.6 
84.1 7 -12.0 
941 5 -18 .. o 24.4 17 - 9.9 

13,41 9. +10.6 
14,41 '1 ~ 9.0 144 7 -21.2 

244 9 -2/1.4 
1d 17 -13.8 344 5 -22.4 
241 26 -19.6. 444 5 -19.2. 
34! 23 -23.1 544 4 -14.7 
441 23 -12.9 
54I 18 -22.0 145 5 +11.4 
64I 7. - 3.~. 245 7 + 2.1 
741 5 -11.1 345 9 -+20 .7 

10,4]; 5 +12.4 445 7 +10.5 
1l,.q 5 +16 .• 5 545 6 +2l~B 
12,4! 7 +11.9 645 4 of-13.3 
13,4_! 7 +-20.5 
15,41 5 <t-15.5 '~:4&6 7- +11.4 

54'5' 7 +23.5 



TABLE' ~ .. {continued) 

1' 

Spectrum F(obs) F(calc) Spectrum FC<;>bs> F( calc) 
"'""'"· 4 -~ 4 

146- 4 "'!'22~1 1~4 4 tl6.2 
'246 5 -20.7 254 4 +20.0 

346 4 ..,23.1 ., 

2t)4 -
5 ( ... 3.0 

24'6: 4 - 9.1_ 
15'0 

,, 

4 ' +25.6 
147 4 "'"' 8.7 351 4 tl7.1 

147 4 + 9~4 157 4 ' + 2.3 
24lf 4. +20.9 357 5 ' t~--2.0 
347 5 + 6.9 
447 4 +12.2 557 5 '- 1.6 

151 29 -24,6 161 5 t 1.5 
25l 26 -21.6 261 9 - 6.7 
351 20 -18.1 361 5 +14.9 
451 10 -21.6. 461 10 +8.6 
551 5 - 5.0 561 10 of.22 .. 2 
851 5 ' .,. 4•1 661 10 +20.4 
951' 7 +16.8 761 ~ +19._8 

10,51 9 ;f.1fi.2 861' 5 +23.2 I 11,51 10 +-16~7 
__,..~r .. -

12,51 4 t21~l l6l 17 +16.2 ' 
26l 18 +22.1 \ 

15! 20 -20.4 -~3161 17 +25.5 
251 9 - 2.9 

... -
461 14 +16.2 ·- 7 +13.4 56 I t-23~8 451 11 

55l 7 +10.6 66l 5 ... 4.'1 
651 12 -1-18.4 96l 4 - 5.8 
75I 13 +22.3 10,61 4 

. 
-14.8 ' 85J. 9 ol-15.3 1l,6l 4 -19;8 

95I 5 +24.0 
- 163 13 -18.8 

152 5 ... 1'8.7 263 -9 -21.8 
252 5 +11 .. 4· 363. 5 -18,9 

463 5 - '1.9 
152 7' -22.9 
25'2: 5 ... 19.6 16~ 4 +11.1 
352 rz •17.5 263 9 +19.8 ·- .rz -20.7 36'! 6 - 1~8 452 

66'3" 5 ... 14~0 
153 13 ... 6.4 763 - 5 -15.'1 . 
253 7 -14.5 86:3 4 -25.0 
353 'l - 5.4 96'3 5 -14.4 
453 9 -23.3. 10,6'3 5 -24.6 
553. 9 -15.6 
663 5 -21.1' 165 4 - 2.4 
753. 5 -19.1 565 4 -25.1 

15'3 10 +15.1 46'5' 4 -14.9 
253 14 +17.7 56'6 4 -26 .• 8 
3f)~ l8 tl7.0 
4fi3 15 +26.4 l'll 14 +25.0 
55'3 12' ;.12.0 271 14 +22.8 
6fi'3 13 t22.9 371' 10 +19.7 
'!53 'l + 3.4 471 9 +21.8 

12,53 4 -20~0 571 4 t 6,5 
13.,53 4 -11,'1 
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TABLE' " . (cont~nued) 

- Spectrum F(obs) F(ca.l.o) 
-. 4 

l.7I 5 +19;5 
2'1I 7 + 2-~4 
57 I 4. -11.8 
67I 5 -19.5 
'I'll 4 -23.7 
871 5 . -17~9 
97Y 4 -24.6 

3'12 4 .;. 1.8 
4.72 4 ------ - 3~8 

173 4 - 5.8 
'273 4 +13.6 
373 4 -4-' 'l.'l 
473 5 +23.4 

17~ 4 -15~5 
2.73 5. -19.0 
37'3 ·. 7 -;1.9.~ 
47'3 'l -26.9 
57! 4 -:1..5.1 
673 4 -22 .• 8 

l8l '4 -1'1.0' 
28! 5 -22.1 ' 
38l 5 -24.6 

.. 

! 

;::, --- - -· .... --· -. ..... --
·--.., 

' 

0 

~ 

"space gr-oup" peak, its vector distance fro• the origin. being 

twice the vector distance of the iodine atom f.rom. the screw 

a.xis.The peak B appears because the iodine atoms of molecules 



~I 

The distances of atoms from a glide plane parallel to the 

b axis.and w4.th translation cj2 ~be determined by Harker's 

method, by evaluat1ng the Patterson series 

-v (lA ~ w) ~ _1- ;i_'.; 5 /F(t...k.e)F uo arr { ": t k; +ii) 
I ' 1 V 1--.t<.~ 

-oO 

:tor the line u= o, w =c/2.. This gives 

- oO 

where 

The iistance of the ma.xim.a in P along th~slline from the origin 
.. 

gives twioe tJ;l._e distance of the corresponding atom from the 

glid.e plane. This distribut.ion is. shown ,in f'ig.t~ where the 

maxima are determined almost entirely by the iodine atom.. 

To obtain the distances of the atoms from. a two-:rold 

screw axis parallel to ~' P(u,v,w) is evaluated :tor the plane " 

v = b/2. 'l'his gives. - .. 

where 

This distribution is shown itl. fig./3, 'together with .a key 

diagram fig. It. 

The -largest peak labelled A, in ,fig. lit-, is the only 
-

"space group" peak, its vector distance f.T.'o3 the origin being 

twice the vector distance of the iodine atom from the screw 

a.xis.The peak B appears because the iodine atoms of molecules 

J[ 'and ]!C in figs.ICf ,io, and. ~1 al~hough not derived from one 

( f'"'iV, 5'8"/ 'i'Cj I q. 4~ 



L_ 

FIGURE' 12. The Patterson-Har~r distril:)ution P(O,v,~/2), 
·- -

in Whieh the distance of. a maximum from the origin ~a twiee 

the· distance of. the corresponding atom from the glide plane, 
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FTGURE' 13. The Patterson-Harker distribution ~(u,'Q/2,w), in 
. ; •·· 

which the distance of a maxinmm froiD! the origin gives twice 

vector distance parallel to the !-~ plane between atoms which 

have a vector separation parallel to :Q of "Q/2. . . 

" 
0 I 
I I I 

F'IGURE 14. Key diagram to fig.l3. 

2 3 
I I I 
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another by the operation of the two-fold screw axis have a. 

vector separation parallel to J!. near enough to ~/2 ror a peak 
. . ··-"''/ ' -

to appear in the Patterson-Harlier d_;stribution lP(u,b/2,w). 
' ~ . .. ~-

The pe'ak C appears because the iodine and chlorine atoms 

in the aame mole~ule have a vector separation parallel to b 

of very· ]learly ~/2, and peak D appears because the iodine atoms 

of molecule I. ~d the· chlori~e atom of molecule J[ have a 

vector separation parallel to ~ near enough to "9_/2 :for a peak 

to appear in the Patterson'-Harker distribution P(u, b/2, w). 

The Patterson-Harker projections have thus fixed, not 
. . 

only the positions of the -iodine atoms, but have given approx-

imate positions to the chlorine ato~ also. These coordinates 

were then used to calculate structure f.actors for· the two-
' ' 

dimensional Fourier proJections on the planes (OO!l) and (010). 

CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE FACTORS. 

In the space. gr·oup PJ.1je_ the coordinate& of equivalent 

point positions are 

(x.,~,'-) 1 (~·'1·.:;:), (x, ±-'1, _z+~), (x, .J t-~ 1 ~-z): 
~ae.ror 

The general structure~is given by 

F(hi<i) = {is { ll, H 6s) 
where for f ~ ~, :e., J /1 { hx t Rz-) U".> :ur ~ 

and for [~ : 0 4- ,<Uh 3.fl{ht12) ~()if~ 

f 5 is the atomic soat.tering factor of the atom s in the 

unit cell, whose coordinates are (x5 ,y-:. ,z.s) and the summation 

was taken for the I and Cl atoms only. The atomic scattering 

factors used were those given in "Internationale Tabellen zur 

Bestimmung von Kristallstrukturenn volume 2, with~ut tp.e 



application of e:ny temperature factor. Consequently all the high 

orier calculated F values are much too large, but this was 

immaterial as the only reason for calculating F values was to 

give appropriate signs to the observed F values, since the 

crystal has a centre of symmetry at the origin. Table (o gives 

the observed and calculated F values used in comput.ing the 

three-dimensional Fo"tmier sections. 

TWO-DnmNSIONAL FOURIER SYNTHESES. 

In order to check the coordinates of the iodine and chlorine 

atoms obtained from. the Patterson-Harker distributions, and to 

get some idea of the positions of th:e oxygen atoms and the 

benz_ene ring, two-dimensional Fourier projections of the struct

ure were made on the planes (001) and (010) using spectra o:r' 

the type ~0 and :Q.Ol respectively. These projections were made 

using the method of Lipson and Beevers (1936), and are shown in 

figs. I~ and lfo • 

It was found that the y coordinate of the iodine atom was 

not. quite that given by the Patterson-Harker distribution given 

in fig. IJ.- , in which the distance of the maximum from the origin 

was taken to .represent twice the distance, parallel to ], of 

the iodine atom from the glide plane. As this distribution is 

symmetrical about the origin the peaks are unresolved from.each 

other resulting in a displacement of· the maxima in the distribution 

P(O,v,c/2). 
~ 

The two-di#ensional projections also gave more accurate 

coordinates for the chlorine atom and showed the region of the 

benzene ring, but it was impossible to locate the oxygen atoms 

in the region near the iodine atom. 

' 
It was decided, therefore, to determine the structure by 

means of three-dimensional Fourier secrt.ions parallel to the !-'!! 

plane as suggested by Booth (1945). 
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FIGURE 16. FQ-qrier prqj·ection o:r the structure 1n the 

~ directiqn. on to the !'~ plane .• 
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F'IGURE 16,. Fo1.1r~er proJ·ection. qf the structure in the 

~ direction on to the ~g p~ane. 



For this, all the. structure factors :F(~~J were 

required. The signs were obtained by calculating the structure 
\ . 

factors f'or the iqcllne and chlor ina atoms on.l.P. In this wq 

®t more than 10 or· 15 speot,ra out of' nearly 800 used would 

have the. wrong sign, and these, having very small F value·s
7 

would Jaave a negligible effect on the positions of the centres 
. 

of the pe.aks. JA. table of F~observed) and F(caleu.lated), 

(for the iodine and ohlor ine at.om.s only) is gi ve:n in Table ~ •. 

THREE-lHMENSIONAL FOURIER: SECTIONS. 

·The electron. densi-ty in a plane of' crystal at z-=- z 1 is 
. 

given by .f 

.. 
I 

Since the crystal has a centre of symmetry the series takes· the 

form. 

Using an argument similar to that. used by Lips.on and 

Beevers ( 19 36), the above expr-ession can be put into a form. 
-

suitable for the use of Li)son and'Beevers strips. 

I t-1-1 t-1<. tL . 

V f (~, ~,z} =--V-- z__ z_ 2_ F{ltk-t) ulo[- 9_if,_· (ttx f'!::i f_i_~,) 
-H -1< _,_ r '\.. & c!.. 

~ Jf, ¥,;~ [ F{W}uf[-J.n.·r~;+ t;+Je..) 

. +f*(hp~ '--~f Hi (1-.i_ t 'r t-J_z) ~ 
= #if I r-(1-H)/ [if[-~~~.; ( ",;_ f l:r t £:· -~ )j 

+ u.Jo Jirt {'71 + ~ + 1-;· _ r)} 
. t-1-1 -t-Il.._ t-L 

= J -~ ~ ~ 1 F { l..h.£) / CATJ JH ( /c;' +~ + f:) s) 



Jt (l (~, :J• z,) ~ -:i !{ ~,__/F{kH)j e= all(~' t~ t ~ -b). 
;). •' -~ -j(_ ., ot. b ·c... 

t ~ ?; ~ 1 r {Mt) f t= ~ rr ("£ + ~ t 1; -b) 

-r Jf [ 1 F (td<o)J uo &IT { 6£ r 'Y -b) 

= l ~L ~ {F{ JtfL_e)/ ~g;l { h>tf ~ f ~~-b) 
I -t'- I 0L b C. 

-1 +1'- /.-. 

· '+ 2_ 2 z_ /r(hJ{)/ U? all ( "-~ r~ t R7-, -<b) 
-H -1'- I ' ·CL 6 C 

+-1t f_ IF {rrkt)( U> &IT ( ~ t- .£-z,-~) 
~(_ , b c 
,... t-ft_ _, 

+?_~ ~ lf(~kt)/~(}.r/(~~~-¥-~-~·-b) 

+-~ ~ ~ 1 F (k H)/ ._., [} rr ( fo;:' t '1; ~c L_z· -<i:) 
' . 

+_if~ /F(I--H)/ UJJ~n(~f~, -<b) 
+-! £ /F{It!LD)/ ~ (}// {h;_( + ~ -~) _ 

, -f(_ 6 . 

+-If, if /F{t-ILO )/ MT> @_/!{";£ -f 'Y- 'b) 
+- ~ jr~(~o)J (!h) ~iT{~ -b) 

-jL ~ 

r-r{mro) 

[ 

t+ + IL. L. { ~) 
= J ?~ z, /F{kk.t)/ ~Jil '¥_ + ~ +1;_, -b; 

+-~ ~ ~ jr(Ht)j w:III("-~ +P; tl~, -9 
. + ;[ f- IF {rllf)j WJ ~~~ {~ tlz• ~b) 
t ~?;: tr (Ho)/ uo o.1( (~+~-b) 

1(.. 

+ f /P{_o!to)/ u.~il{~-'b) -r Fi;_V) 



$""/). 

t+ IL.. L.- . 

" ?~? jF {Ut)/<= J•l (t.~ r~ t ~·-<b) 

+- i_ 12. /F(A-k£)/ en ()3{ (~ + ~ f~' -b) 
I -t«- 1 0<.. b ·c. 

+ l i I r{h-of)/ ~ ~~~~~( + e_!:_, -~) 
I 1 ('Q C 

· + 4 I r { "IJ1J )/ ;_., !J-" ( ¥' -'") 
L--

t- f / F ( oo~)/ ~ 8 if ({;:~'-b) 

t-1~~ fi~(h.H)/ u,~il(~·1~tRIJ -b) 
f 1 -L CL () C. 

· +i ~ ~!r(ltki)/ ~flrr(~l+tr+ii'-t:) 
' -rc... -L 

+:£~ fr(kot)/ ~:in f¥_,_P~,_7)) . 
I _,_ 

+- !1. ~ ~~~ [~)/ MV fP_i/ {¥-t }_~/-b) 
I 1 

r ~ i /F{;.,_£)1 ~J~~{~ t~ -b) 
-lt.. I 

+- ~ ~- JF (~t-!o)) B1P rt71{~ -f ~- t:). 
I I OL 6 

t-~ ~ fF(Ho)/ uoJ-il {h:;_+t-t) 
' \ 

tL 

+ f- /r(rdto) I ~(;ln(~-r;) 
+-~ 

• J._ 

/k ~ ~ ~- ~ uf~, cud tf;_ ~ 
. o/,~ k-~ J . 

/F {""kl)/ ~ !Tiff: ~ c__(k hL) 

auf JF{ILki)j ~!iil'b = S(A1<2) 

11J.u.. ilz '1../o.J k..o "' uJ;i 1 '1~, ~il(· o·"' t~o~ 

{k ct( (kL) ~ IF { ~ki) I ~ (J_ 7r·'i' ~ F( ~k.R) 

~ s (~ki) ~ /f ("-k..t)/ ~JJ/6 = 0. 



. {)/. 

trk ~ ~ AOWt ~ c~ o-J, 11;_ r~ kJ 

~It (J~ ~ (M, o/~, ~- wJJ. · r(J._ht) ~ 
fm fr(~fl1)/ wd J £ ~ 5 !II- tnJ-. 

yh ral;;_ ~ ~ k ·~ ~ It r: . 
\ 

~ ~ . 

~. o( ~ ~ Z F { kO P) u:> Cl- II ( '¥:'- t R- -z-,) ' 
I I · C...· 

-1- i ~ F( kct) w ~ff(tt ><- r .e?-,) 
I -L 4.- e., 

-r i r ( k~) U> ~ "b + .;__ F(171t) e,;o~/1£~, + F(/JlJlJ) 
. I ~ I C ~ 

= ~? [ [r(l..oL)+-P{I..ot:)] 1!-v> ~ 11/.;_< e= ~~~~._, 

+- [-r{ t._0i)t F(kot:2J ~ dli 1..;: ~.;~,T~-,:} 
+ I P(k(}()) ~~111~~ t ~ P(~t) UJ 'tJ.IrRL, + F.&i) 

I ~ I , C. ~. 

p ~ . 

7 (.) 'f- "2_ q ~ ~~~~>L - ~)a ~ J_T//A_:t( 
f I y ~ I . Q. 

r = F~ t 2 pl63.t) ~&il~ 
~ , (l c· 

} ~ r(kffO) +- i [!(ho~) +-P(ko~)J ~(}if-¥, , ' 

~ ~ i_ [r{t.ol-) -r{"-oi)] ~ ini-z-, 
I C 

H- L-

.._ ~ :2_ F(kkl) ~~~~{It>( t 1?,} 
I I Ot. , c...) 

t- i_ ~ F (k k £) w ~71 (t.~· + R~) , ~ ~ 
I . 

+ ~ ~ r (ktr) .., iJU (",."" r ~') 
+ i t_ P(kJLi) ~· Jf/ {~)( + R_~) 

I -t--

5 



L 

+- 2_ f{ ffl<-t) ~ ~;tl-z-, 
f . c_. 

t i r- { ak L) OAra J-il ~'-' 
I 

. t- £ 1-; (k~to) ~ JJ/ b 
I 0t. 

+- i_ r { tt k o) t-P /JJI ~ +- F { &i0 . 
I (\_ . 

~ if_ f L r (Hi) rF ( H t) J [ w :;. ,rt ;_' ._,., !i "£;:· 
. . . _ ~J/IkJ(. ~'llic£-z,2 

. ' ~ <'--J 

. +-~ ~ [r(I..U) 1- F(kitt)] f ,_, tJrrh;;: c.nHf~, 
' . . - ~(}_~ ~'J.ifi~l 

,_ fA ~) 

-t- ?tfM<l)t-F{af{l) J ~ (lif ~ . 
c_ 

+ ~f!'{k~<o)+-F{hko)J eniJill:;: 

+-F{u-ko). 

~ p -: F{a*o) -r ~ [r(~.t)+-F(ui.R}] uv&if~, 

~ - [F { Ak.o) t- F ( k_ [ o) J 
-r?[F {W) tF{~t<t) -t-F{Hl)+F{ ~chin C6oriil.ft: 

1\ = ~ [ F(ld,ijtr( t._ff} ~f (lck~ -F(f.Jti] ~ JJ/1~, 

-



aJ J/u-.L ~ " f? [_F{t<k£)-f{kj;f)] f ~ J-if~< e.>JII!zo 

+c..o-> g}, }-. )1.. ~ '(1/f-l--z ,2 
ex c..-j 

-r ~i_ [F{u~)-r ('-H)} I~ .2"",;.: c_,lllf £;:· 
- +c., !1 ,. ":;: ~ o1" e~, ~ 

~ ' 

+ ~ [r( rlt-t)- F(u-f-t)J ~ fill£c~' 

+ Jf- [! (Uo)- r(!.k. o)J ~ ~tT ¥ 

' L- ' 

fJ ~ · 2_ [r{~-t)-r ( *-t)l ~~~~£~, 
I ~ c__ 

(i{ ~ _ ~ [! (k!tL) -r{ltH) -F(ickl)t F{I.Jtl)].,;_J1-

fi ~ [F(A-~to)-e(h.ko[) 

+ ?[rt Hl)- r ( t.. kR) -w ( u-e )-r ( t. k ~J 4>/111 t~ ~ 

~~ ow_ ~ ~ ~UJ ~ 7fi ~: 
~ il_~ Due~ J~c/-tvL 

~ ~ (1~ -cnuw; ~ iii ~ r ~ 
t~J~- "2. ~ 2-, ~ :to(!_ {'?~) . . ~ ~-

]:_ .. 3- /1-_ fr""-W ~ L ~ ;.__ RA-Qdi, 14 
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SUrmna.t.ions were made over enough sections to give the 

coordinates of all the atoms in the mole-cule without any 

ambiguity. Fig. /7 shows several sections, passing through 

two of' the four molecules in the unit cell, proJected along 

the c axis onto the ~~ plane. Fig. 18 gives the relevant parts 

ot' several sections passing through one molecule of. para-chlor

iodoxy be~ene; from w:Q.ich Fig. /7 was com.pileQ,. 

It can be see-n that the peaks due to the oxygen atoms are· 
,. 

well resolved from the naar by iodine peak. The benz.ene ring 

is not quite so clear. 

Diagrams showing the stru.cture proJected. onto the !oJ!, J!~, 

and ~~planes are give·n in f.igs. llf , JO, and r2/ respectively. 

ESl'JMATION OF PJ.R.AMETERS. 

The coordinates of the iodine and chlorine atoms could 

be obtained with considerable accuracy fltom the three-diln.ension

al Fourier se6tions shown in fig. /~ , and these agreed very 

well with the coordinates obtained from the Fourier projections 

on the plSJ~.es (010) and (001), shown in figs.~~-, and II:>. 
- ' 

· . The elongation of' the iodine peak in the direction of· the 

a axis is simply due to the shape of the equiv.alent. optical 

aperture obtained by plotting the spectra on a reciprocal 

lattice net. 

The coordinates of the atoms expressed aa fractions of the 

corl!espond.ing lattice translations are given in Table 7 • 
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FIGURE' 1'1. A proJection along the c axis on to the .@.~ plane 

o:t several 5-dimensional Fourier sections passing through 

two o:t the four molecules in the unit cell. Contours are 

drawn at arbitrary levels; 200,, 4;00, 600, etc. For .the iodine 

atom., contours above 1,000 are drawn at intervals o:t l, 000. 
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FIGU:Im 18. Parts, of ~e three-dimensional Fourier sections 
- . 

parallel to the a.b plane passing through one o:r the tour 
\ -- ~ 

moleeules in the unit cell. 

The sections are at intervals o:t !/00. 
,..,. .. 

The contour~ in green are drawn at 1n,t.ervals 

o:r 200 • · while those in black are at intervals of 1, 000. 

The seale 1~ a. oms = U.. 

. I 
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FiGURE 19. A proJection of· the structure in the c direction 
-

o.n to the ~~ plane. The mQlec~es with double circles are 

~/2 al;love or below those with single circles. 
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FIGUR.E. 20. A proJ·ection o:f the structure in the ~ direction 
.. ~ . - .... 

on to· the ~~ plane. The molec'U.les with double circles are 
I, 

appre~imately ~/2 above or bel9w tho$e with single circle~. 
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FIGURE 21. A proJection of the structure in. the ~ directio~ ' 
.. 

on to the ~~ plane. 
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TABLE" 7. 'fiiN COORDINATES OF TB ATOMS EXPRESSED AS FRACTIONS 
. ... -

OF TEE OORRESPONDmG LATTICE· TRANSLATIONS. 

X/! y/b - z/c 

I 0.052 0.208 0.400 

01 0.439 0.710 0~368 
. 

o, 0.092. 0.023 . 0.520 
. 

O;z. 0.042 0.098 0.213 
.. 

o, 0.174 0.322 0.388 
. -

02. 0.178 0.522 0.455 

c3 0.260 0.637 0.451 
.. -. 

c it- 0.337 0.552 0.383 
.. - .. 

Cs 0.333 o.352 0.316 
-c(:, 0.251 0.237 0.320 . 

DESCRIPTION OF TEE MOLE~. 

~e si~e and shape o:r the molecule is gtven in fig. oU • 

It can be seen that the plane containing the iodoxy group is 

very nearly perpendicular to the plane o:r the benzene ring 
1\ 

which in turn approximately bisects the angle OIO. 

The I-0 distances. l.60A and 1.65A ( -t- .05Al in para-ehlor 

iodoxy benz:ene are rather shorter than tho.se ()btained in other 

compounds containing iodine and oxygen, which suggests the 

existence of double bonding between the iodine and oxygen 

atoms. 

Table 8' compares the dimensions o:t the iodo:xy group 

in pa:;a.-chlor-iodoxy benz.ene with the dimensions found in 

iodine-oxygen groups in potassium. fluor iodate (ICIOOlF.ll) and 

!odic acid (HI03 ) by Rogers and Helmholtz (1940, 1941), and 
.. 

aiiUilOnium. pa.raperiodate ~(NH~J. H
3 
I~b ) by Helmholtz {1937). 
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FIGURE' 22. Three aspects of a single molecule of ,Para-chl.or

iodoxy benzene, with the interatomic distances marked in A.U. 
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TAB IE ~. mTERATOMIC DISTANCES m COMPOUNDS CONTAmmG BOTH 
. 

(~~ A.u.) · IODJNE AND OXYGEN. 

clos·est closest 
" I-o I to 0 0 to 0 OIO 

in. the between between · 
same different different 

mole,oule molecules molecules 

para-chlor-iodoxy 1.60 2.72 2.62 103 
0 

benz.ene: 1.65 2.8'1 

iQdic acid . 1.80 2.45 2 ... '16 96° 
1~81 2.70 2.78 98° 
1.89 2~95 101° 

potassium 1.92 2.82 100° 
tluoriodate 1.93 2 •. 88 

ammonium 1.93 2.60 apprpx 90° 
paraperiodate 

""'· . ...._- - ... 
There are 4 molecules in the unit cell which are derived 

from r/i.r/ #rJ'VJ/.t'l a single molecule by the operation. ot· the 
--- ----·--""-

glide plane· and the two-told sor·ew ·axis. Figs. 19 , J 0 , and J I 

are labelled so that atoll43 derived from one another by the 

operation of a symmetry element are denoted by the sa:me letter. 

The iodoxy groups. of the molecules approach one another 

very closely. The I to I distance between molecules 1 & If" · 
----- .·-and J!_ & J!1 is 3.60A whereas the usual I to I distance between 

different molecules is greater than 4.0A. An I to I distance· 
. -

o:t 3.79A between ditferent molecules has been observed in iodie 
.. 

acid, and. this short distance was attributed to the effect o:f 

unshared electrOil$ in the molecules. 
- - -The I to 01 distance between molecules J & It- and }J.. & !!J. 

. -- -is 2.72A and the I to OJ. distance between molecules J & JJ-
-- " -- r. and Ut & !!1- is 2.87A, which distances are very much smaller than 

. 

the sum. of the iodine and oxygen ionic radii, namely 3.3A, but 

are comparable with the I to 0 distances observed between 



different molecules in iodic acid and potassium fluoriodate. 

{see Table ~ ) • 

.1.11 the· 0 to 0 distances are greater than 3.0A except the 

distance :trom 6, to 0 1 of molecules 1 & [i and 7i · & l!L which is 
~ ' . 

2.6.2&. This is cons~dera.bly shorter than the usual 0 t.o 0 dist-
. . 

ance between different molecules in organic compounds Which is 

about 3.0.1 and slightly shorter than the normal 0 to 0 distance 
-

between molecules on inorganic compounds which is 2. 7.l. It is, 
·• 

however, oompa.t.'able to the o to 0 distande observed in ammonium 

paraperioda.te, 2.60.A.; which is attributed to hydrogen bonding. 

This theory is quit.e inapplicable in the cas~ of: para-chlor

iodoxy be:nzene. The 0 to 0 distances of 2.76!. and 2.78A. between 
~· .. . 

different molecules in !odic acid have also be·en attributed to 

lcydrogen bonding. 

It can be seen that the· I and 01 of molecule T e.nd the I · · 
. . 

and 01 of molecule !f. form a very closely knit planar group with 
··- ~ 

the bonds.from. I to 0~ very nearly perpendicular to this plane. 

Since the plane (OOl) is a. cleavage plane in the crystal the 
. 
strongest binding forces between different molecules are 

evidently in the plane formed by the I and o, atoms about a 

centre of symmetry. 

All other distances in the crystal are large. The: closest 
~ 

approach of CH groups in neighbouring benzene rings is 3. 9A and 
. . 

the closest appitoach between neighbouring Ol atoms is 3. 75A.. 

The interatomic distances described above are shown 

in fig. i~ • 
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FIGURE 23. A proJection o:r the structure on to the !~ plane 
• ~ • • ft 

showing vario\lS interatomic distances ~ked in A.U. 



DISCUSSION OF THE' STRUCTURE·. 

The very close approach of iodoxy groups to one another, 

and the iare;e d.istances between. neighbouring be~ene rings and 
. . . 

c~orine atoms indicates that the main binding :torces in the 

crystal occur between adjacent. iodo:xy groups. The·t·t:act that the 

crystal para-m.etlcyl-iodoxy benzene is identical with the crystal 

para-chlor-iodoxy benzene with regard to its space group, unit 

cell, and intensities of· spectra shows that the replacement of 

the chlorine atom in the para-chlor-iodoxy benzene molecule with 
·~ 

a methyl group has no effect on. the packing together of the mole 

cules which must theret·ore be determined mainly by the iodoxy 

groups .• 

In iodic acid and 8.1DIDOnium paraperiodate, close approaches 

of neighbouring oxygen atoms were attributed t.o hydrogen bonding. 

This theory is obviously untenable in the ease of para-chlor

iodoxy benzene although the interatomic distances concerned are 

comparable with those observed in iodic acid and ammonium 

paraperiodate. (see Table 8" ) 

The close approach of iodoxy groups to one another S, 
. 

be bound up w1 th the nlone pair" o;t electrons atta9hed to each 

iodine atom forming an attractive force between these groups 

other than the ordinary van der Waals',-:; attraction between 

molecules. That there is some unusual attraction between 

neighbouring iodoxy groups cannot be disputed, but the nature 

pf this fo.rce is a matter of conJecture. 



THE' ORYS'l.'.AL srRUOTURE' OF 



PREPARATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE' CRYSTALS. 

The benzene iodo-dich.J.oride used in the experiments was 

prepared by passing pure, dry chlorine into a solution of iodo

benz.ene _13 carbon tetrachloride. Yellow. crystals of benzene 

iodo-dich.J.oride separat.ed out from the solution. Good cryst~s 

with brilliant reflecting faces were subsequent:cy grown by the 

slow cooling of a $Olution in carbon tetrachloride. The crystals 

decompose fairly rapidly on exjosu.re to the air and ultra-violet 

light so fresh crystals were grown for each set of photographs 

taken. 

Benzene iodo-dichloride forms bright :fellow, needle-shaped 

crystals belonging to the monoclinic system, with the elongation 

of the needles in the direction of the ~ axis. Faces giving 

goniometer reflections develop about the [010] zone, the common 

ones being (100), (001), and (101). The end faces {Oll) and 

(Oli) have been observed on some erystals. 

The plane (001) is a cleav~e plene of the crystal • 
.-, -· 

~ UNIT CELL AND SPACE GROUP. 

Oscillation photographs were taken with C\Uecx: radiation 
-

and the dimensions of the unit cell are thus 

a =-l5.6A 

b : 5.44A 

c --l9.6A 

;3-= 90° oo' 

.. 

General reflections M! occur only with ~+* :=- 2n showing 

that the unit cell is ce·ntred on the Q face. Reflections ~0 

occur with h "'"2n, and Okl with 1 ~ 2n. Reflections hOl occur - -- - - -
only with !!. ... 2n and ~ "'"2n, . and reflections 040 only with k= 2n. 

Thus the space gr·oup is either B 2,/o... or B 21 /c. both of which are . 

the same. 



The space group has 8 equivalent points. 

The density o:t the crystal , by the method of flot-ation 

is approximately 2.2 grms/c.c. which corresponds to 8 mo.lecules 

of o, H5 IClJ.. in a unit cell having the dimensions given. above. 

Not-hing in the structure is therefore fixed by ~mm.etry. 

The crystal can be referreQ. to a primitive unit cell 

having the following dimensio~ 

a=- 15.6A 
.• 

b:. 5.44.1 
. 

c "12.3A 

j3: 128° 3o' 

The corresponding space group is P ~,/tt. ~ 

0 

a 
a 

c 

The axes referred to in this work are those with the monoclinic 

, 8.ng1e, ;5 ~ 90° 301 , since i~ was found more convenient to refer 

to these rath~r than to the primitive unit cell. 

J1ELATNE :INTENSITY ~S. 

A.ll the observa~ions were photographic, a.nd were made on 

the normal-beam \ieissenberg camera with CuK~ radiation filtered 
.. 

through nickel foil. The intensities of the spectra ~0~ and 

0;!;* were measured by comparing them. visually with a calibrated 

scale of spots of different exposures. 

The optimum. thickness ( t) of the crystal benzene iodo-



7tJ 

dichloride for CuK"- radiation was calculated from, the linear 

absorpt-ion coefficient p.- ·, 
Where t. ::: 2 _ 2 

A- -z;;rr 
.0053 CillS • 

Except for photographs wit.h the crystal rotat.ing about the 

b axis 'it is impossible to use ory~ta.ls of_ such a cross-sect

ion. All the p.lJ.o~ographs were taken with crystals about· 

, ~25 Illlll• . thick and. no ~orreotions were made for absorption. 

If MoKo( radiation i~ used, the optimum thickness for -~ 

1 • the crystal benzene iodo-dichloride is .043 oms;. A series of. 

photographs of crystals w~th approximately .25mm. cross

sectj,on h~ve been t.aken with MoKo<. radiation and these in tens

ities measured on a microp~hotometer. No Fourier projections 

have yet been made using thes.e more accurate determinations 

of intensi t.y and so they are not included here. 

srRUOTU'RR FACTOR. CALCULATIONS. 

The coordinates o:t a point in. a gener·al posit.ion for 

the space group Bo9;1/t:X- are 

( ) ( 
lr -t !c ) { + l ~ 2 ) 

1 
{x, i - '-~ 1 -z + ~ \ x,:;,-z.. , ~-~-~, ';}, 2 il J x ~, 'J--';1, ./ ;; 

{i-x.,~+~, z:), (~,1fi,~-L), (x:,q-,2)1 (i-x,i, i-9 
The general structure factor F(!Yf!) is given by 

F{h.hL) -=- _fi~ (A~ +i/35 ) 

The structure factors used in. this work are F(~O!l ~d F(Ok.l;), 

For F(Okl) 



TA.BL'E q • A COMPARISON OF F {observed f AND F (calculated ) 
I 

(FOR THE· I AND OlATOMS ONLY) • 

Spectrum F(obs)" F(oalc) Spectrum F(obs) F{ca1c) 
-- ,... 8 ~ 8 

200 26 -45 402 30 20 
400 28 -19 404 18 20 
600 41 41 406. 18 16 
800 35 -23 408 14 -17 

14,00. 13 -15: 40,10 42 -54 

.020. 26 -20 
40,12 18 -35 

'040. ,g - 9 40'2' 5l -70 
060 J 21 29 404 47 .,.;46 

40" 
406' 9 1 

002· 29 408 18 16, ' ' 004 . 34 ' -].g· 40,10 36 23 
006. 17 -19 40,14 24. -33 
008 29 -22 40,16 22 -40 
00,10' . 7 4 
OO,i2 - 41 46 602 5 7 
00,14. 19 38 604 9 -13 

606 37 -37 
012 - 56 -27 608 30' -28. 
014" 54 -47 60,10 9 20 
016- 23 -11 60,12 14 37 
018" 33 34 
01,10;, 34 29 602 63 49 
01,12 5 8 606 49 -34 

608 22 -21 
024-, 30 22 60,~ 19 19 
026' 37 32 60,14 32. 42 
028 ' 37 26 

~ 02,10 8 6 802 28 -1'7 
806 27 2'1 ,, 032 5 11 808 36 52 
80,10 10 2Z 

' 044 10 12 
048 13 9 802 ll 2 

804 55 49 
052 14 7 806 51 44 
054 14 11 so a 22 8 
·058 10 -20 so,I2 14 -20 I 

05,10 g -13 
10,02 17 16 

062 8 12 10,04 34 30. 
10,08 14 -30 

202 36 -61 10,0,10 10 -34 
204 34 - 14 
206 11 7 10,0~ 30 -28 
208 38 ·36 10,0,! 55 -46 
20,10 40 38 10,08 19 22 
20,14 14 -32 10 ,o ,io 14 18 

Jp,0,16 12 -36 
202 2.5 2.5 
204 42 48 12,04 20 -31 - 3 20 12,06 ' 29 -44 206 
20,!2_ at-.. -29 
20,12 46 -45 12.,02 26 22 

• 12,0!' 29 -29 
12,08 30 -39 
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TA'BIE' q • (continued) 

Spectrum F{obs) F(cale) 
·-~ 8 

14,02 8 -23 

14,06 30 40 
. -

14,08 10 22 

16,02 14 31 
16,04 . 12 32 

TABLE 10. TBE COORDmATE'S OF T.HE ATOMS EXPRES~D AS 
. ~ . . . ... ,._ . . 
FRACTIONS OF THE' CORRESJ?ONDmG LATT'IC'E TRANSLAT.ION5 . 

. . . . .. 
' 

s '1 z 

I 0.1'14 o.32.5 0.077 
" 

01, 0.131 0 -0.003 
" 

011. 0.218 0.650 0.156 
-

8, 0.056 o.325 0.116 

O:z. 0.038 0.276 0.172 
. I 

03 -o.044 0.276 0.200 

6't ..0.110 0.326 0.170 

Os- ..0.090 0.374 0.113 
. .. 

0" -0.008 0.374 0.086 
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FIGU:RE 24. ~ourier proJection o-f the structure in. the 
-
b direction on to the ac plane. The contours for the -iodine - -- ' 

a.t.oms are drawn at intervals which are ~ice those between 

contours elsewhere-~ 
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FIGURE' 25. A proJection of" the structure in the ~ direction 

on tQ . the !-~ plane, The arrows in the benz.ene rings denote 

tilt.s downwards. 
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FIGURE" 26. Fourier prQJection of the structure in the 
- -
~ direction on to the· ~~ plane.. All the contours are drawn 

at equal intervals. 

-~-~--------- ______ _, 

FI~ 27. A projection of the structure in the a direction 
-

on to the ~C! plane. The molecules with double circles are 

~/2 above or bel()W those with single circles. 
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THE FOURmR SYNTID!!SE'S. 

The ~stal has a centre of symmetry so the density a- (x,z) 

ot the projection of the structure at the point (x,z) on the ac 

plane is given by 
+oO 

(J(x z..l =- _L- 2 2. ~ Jf(hot) I W?:J-/1 (~x.. +- £z...) 
' I A (a.c) ~oDe. C\.. e-

where A{ac) is the area of the side ~~ of the unit cell. 

The density of the projection of the structure at the point 

(y,z) on the~~ plane is given by 
-toO 

.-(~,-,_) • ~) { ~ ± /r{okt)/..-.,J-ri('1t t %) 
-oD 

The observed values of IF I are used as the coefficients in 

the series, the~ appropriate to any given coefficient being 

determined from the @jlovisional structure. The projections 

were made using the method of Lipson and Beevers (1936). · 

The positions of the chlorine atoms showed up very clearly 

in the preliminary projections on the !-~ and ~~ planes. The 

position of the iodine atom had changed only very slightly from 

its assumed position. Structure factors were re-calculated 

using the improved position of the I atom and the coordinates 

assigned to the 01 atoms from the preliminary projections. 

Second projections on the ~~ and ',QQ. planes were carried 

out and these are shown in figs. Jtt- and J&, together with the 

key diagrams figs JS" and !17 • 

There is a considerable amount of false detail in the pro

Jection on the §~ plane, most of which is due to diffraction 

rings around the iodine atom. These rings occur in the positions 

calculat.ed .from the equivalent optical aperture, plotted in 
. 

reciprocal space, put into the appropriate Bessel .fUnctions for 

the solution of diffraction effects. (see ~pendix II!). 

The elongation of the· peaks of the iodine and. chlorine atoms 

is accounted for by the shape of the equivalent optical aperture 

plotted in reciprocal space. 
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A proJ action on the !-~ pl.ane was carried out using the 

signs used in the second proJection but applying an artificial 
_P.J4J; . 

temperature factor of the form. .L .,..~ , (:S =- 4), to the observed 

f values in order to eliminate the diffraction rings. 

(see Parker and Whitehouse ( 19 32) ) • It was found that the 

diffraction rings disappeared and that the oenti'es . .::o:t;.-::the peaks 

belonging to the Cl ,atom.s had moved about .lA , making the 

I-Cl distance greater by nearly .u.. (The positions of the 

lst max~ua of the diffraction rings is such that it would 

have this effect.) 

The agreement between F{observed) and F(calculated) 
" .. 

(for the second proJection) is shown in Table 1 • 
The interatomic distances quoted in the discussion of the 

structure are those calculated from. the coord.inates obtained 

from. the second proJection. 

Table· 10 gives the coordinates of the atoms expressed as 

fractions of the corresponding lattice translations. 

DISCUSSION OF THE' STBJCTORE'. 

It is evident from. the proJections on the !-~ and ~~ planes 

that the IClA group is linear. The I-01 distance is 2.4fiA. 

This can be compared with the ICl:z. anion in tetram.ethylammonium 

dichloro-iodide (N(OH~~IOl~) by Mooney (1939) where the ICl~ 

anion is linear with an I-01 distance of 2.34A. 

The I-01 distance is 1. 98A. and the benzene ring has been . ~ ' 

assumed to be a regular hexagon of side 1.4l.A. The angles 
1\ -'\ 

C1 I 011 and 01 I ClA are right angles. 

It is worth pointing out. that the I61~ group appears to 

have the same configuration, whether it is acting as an electro
+ -

valent group N(CH~ J't ICl?.. or as a single covalent group 

Clo H~-ICl:t. • 

From. the proJections it seems probable that the plane 



o~ the benzene ring is approximately perpendicular to the line 

Cl1 !01.1... 

The clos.est appro aches between difrerent molecules occurs. 

between the iodo-dichloride groups obtained from one another 

{ --- ...--: --- --by means of the screw axis. i.e. molecules !!!- & j , !Y & .!1- , 

and r & Vi/.) 
/ 

These close approaches are from I to 011 , 3.4.7A, and from 

Cl 1 to 011 , 3. 33A. Both these· distances are somewhat shorter 

than the sums of the respective ionic radii. All other inter-

molecular distances between iodo-dichloride groups are greater 

than 4.0A. As tile coordinates of the carbon atoms are rather 

uncertain no intermolecular distances, involving the carbon 

atoms, have been calculated. 

TEE' TR IGON.AL B !PYRAMID. 

The valencies of trivalent iodine have been assumed. to 

be directed towards the corners of a trigonal bipyramid, with 

the· two "lone pairs" of electrons situated at the apexes. 
,... 

(Sidgwick and Powell, 1940). 

= 

::. 

In order to fit a linear ICl group into the above scheme, the 

chlorine· atoms would have to lie at the apexes and the "lone 

pairs" of electrons at the corners of the trigonal bipyramid. 



Mooney {1935, 1938 , 1939) has :round that the tri-halogen 
-\__ 

groups in. ammonium tri- i odide (NH'ti3 ) , ammonium. bromo-chloro-
- . 

iodide (NH'tBriCl) and t e·trameth.yla.mmonium. dichloro-iodide 

(N(CH3)'ti01,_) are all linear. Following the present argument. 

they , could be represente d thus: 

-

This scheme is also in keeping w.ith the structure of 

potassium fluoriodate (K<I02 F:z..) by Rogers and HelmhO·l:t,z. where, the 
- . 

f'louriodate ion can be represented diagrammatically thus: 

F 

-() 

f 

although the iodine atom in this ease is., however, 6-valent 

not trivalent. 



TEE' SPATIAL VALENC!'E'S OF IODmE. 

The crystals para-chlor-iodoxy benzene and benzene iodo

diehloride were examined in order to determine, if possible, 
• 

the valency directions ot· polyvalent iodine. 

It has already been shown that the iodo-dichloride group 

in benzene iodo-diehlo.ride can be fitted into the configuration 

of a trigonal bipyramid. 

It is impossible, howe11er, to f'it the directions of the 

valency bonds in the iqdoxy grol.lp in para-chlor-iodoxy benzene 

intQ any regular figure. Rogers and Helmholtz (1941) in their 

crystal structure of iodiqlacid (HI03 ) state that the bonds from 

the iodine atom to the oxygen atoms appear to be in the form of 

a distort.ed octahedron. (The angles of a regular octahedron are 

all 90° , whereas the angles found in iodic acid are about 100° ) • 

This. "distortion" is rather more than iV..rl can be accounted for 
/\ 

by experimental error. The OIO angle in para-ehlor-iodoxy 

benzene is 103° • 
. 

The theory that . the v~eney bonds of the iodine atom. are 

'directed towards the corners of a regular octahedron is unsatis- · 

factory, although it. seems impossible to suggest an theory 

which would be satisfactory. 



APRNDlX I. 

X-RAY A.P.P A.R.A.TUS. 

TWo Machlett X-r&l tubes emitting CuiCD(_ radiation were 

us.ed thro~Qut this work ~d wer~ supplied by the circuit 

shown diagrammatically in fig. J~ • 
... 

They are rated to operate 

at 00 K.V .J?. and 15 .mA but were generally operated at about . 
.. 

36 K.Y.P. _and 12 mA. The C~ol: radiation was partly absorbed 
.. ~ ' . 

by a filter of Nickel :toil. The presen.ce o:r Nicke-l as an 

impurity_ in. b~th anti cathodes was ~hovm by the appearance of 

extra spGts on_ the films corresponding to the IUKo< wavelength, 

and it was therefore necess.ary to exercise care in indexing 

the spectra. 

The rotation camera, made by Unicam. Instruments, Cambridge 

has a diameter of 60 .o mm. and was equipped with goniometer arcs . . 
and collimator an..d teleseope system. ·In addition to· the 5o, 

' 

10°, and 15° ·cams originally fitted to the camera, extr~ cams 
~ 0 

of 30 and 50° were constructed and. adapted :tor use· with the 

camera. 

The no:ttmal beam Weissenberg camera, constructed by 

Mr. R.D. Linton in the workshop of" the University Physics 

Department, was of undistorted scale, having a diameter of 

57.3 mm. and a travel of 2 "/mm.. It was also equipped with 

goniometer arcs and a telescope system and gave a total rotation 

of 200 °. 
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FIGt.JRE 2.a. A diagramma.tio representation o:t the x.~r~ 

apparatus used in the experiments. 



THE' S!ANDARD METRODS USED m TEE' X-RAY ANALYSIS OF CRYSTALS. 

Care was alwqs exer:o~sed in choosing good crys.tal 

specimens. SUitable crystals were selected under a binocul.ar 

microscope and generally had to be out to approximately 

uniform. cross-section about the desired ax4s. The crystals 

were m.ounted on the sharp point of a bakelite holder with a 

speck of either Canada Balsam or Se·cotine. The setting o:r the 

crystals was done using reflections from faces about the zone 

ax4s; when no faces. were available however, the setting was 

adjusted by trial and error fro.m the slope of the layer lines 

on the photographs. 

The unit cells of the crystals and the indices o:t the 

spectra ~~ were determined using the stand.ard reciprocal 

lattice methods developed by EWald (1921) and applied by 

Bernal (1926) to graphical indexing. 

The reciprocal lattice point ~~ can be referred to the 

cylindrical coordinates r ~ w where I( is\ the distance parallel 

to the rotation axis, 3 . is the distance perpendiculu to the 

rotation axis, and t.U is the angular coordinate. The unit 

cells and general indices~ m.ay be deter.m.ined by measurement 

of the f ~ coordinates of the spectr·a on rotation photographs 

using a Bernal chart. The reciprocal lattice points having 

those f( ~ coordinates m.ay ·the-n be determined graphically. 

The indices of particular spectra of the type ~00, gO*, etc., 

are m.ost easily determined by the measurement of the _3 w 

coordinates on Weissenberg photographs using the ~ w, scales 

described by Buerger, and employing a similar graphical method. 

When it was not possible to determine the monoclinic 

angle (3 from gon(lometer measurements, zero-lQer line 

Weissenberg photographs were taken with a crystal rotating 



about the b axis, and the angular separation of' the hOO and 

001 speetra measured. 

THE' FORMAT.ION OF DIFFRACTION RINGS. 

In general, the proJections of point-like atoms made by 

using a limited number of spectra are not points, but are 

surrounded by diffractlon rings .• 

This treatment o.f the formation. of diffraction ring_s is 

substantially that given IJ.. Chapter 7 of' "The Crystalline State" 

vol'Wll.e 2, by R.w. J·amea. 

SUppose the crystal structure to be pro~ ected along the 
' 

b axis of the crystal which is perpendieula.r to the ac plane of --
the crystal lattice, and is also perpendicular to the a*r£ plana 

o-f the reciprocal lattice. The reciprocal lattice points corres 

ponding to the spectra ~l lie in this plane. SUppose that in 
.. , ~. 

making the proJ-ection all spectra, whose reciprocal lattice 

po ip:ts lie on the plane within a distance R ~ from the origin, 

are included. If eo is the greatest glancing angle :tor any 

spectrum used, then 

If A. is the area of the mesh ~c of the crystal lattice, . 
the area of the reciprocal .lattice mesh is 1/A, and a number 

of spectra approximately equal to 1/ 'f.t!A will,... be used ln making 

the· proJection. The points in. the reciprocal lattice plane 

are spread uniformly, w.ith a surfaoe'density of· A points per 

unit area. 

When A becomes large, it will be shown that the series 

+..,0 ,. ' 

~ ~) tJ p{!..ot) C<s>~li{~t- if) 
tends to an integral in the limit.. 



For a simple lattice, where_ the unit o:r structure is a single 

atom, if one o:r the lattice poin:bs is taker+ at the origin, the 

values of b(!!!) are all zero, and the coefficie~ts F(!!O!) are 
,.._ 

al.l positive and are al.l equal to F(O) • 
................ 

The series then becomes 

o(x, -.-) - rJi) ;:;-_, <U:J ~71 (~ + 1-._ '\ 
A h .e_ - C\._. ~j 

- c:::P 

F~ 
A 

where :.e is the vector to the ppint (x, z,) in the plane of the 
~ . - . -

proJection a.ndr is the reciprocal lattice vector to the "' -

point. (h, l). The. scalar product '£,·~* can be written ;~-'It-cos¢ 

where ¢ is the angle· between the directions of :£ and '£*:-• 

If A is very large, the vector r *" to a reciprocal lattice 
"""' .. 

point can be considered to be continuously variable. The 

element- of area ds. at the point (~*'", ~) cont.ains u*a.r:~t-d¢ 

points, and together with the corresponding element. of area 

·"'" at (-~*, f+lt) contributes an amount 

The series ca.n then be written 
"R-)t .., 

a'{') - JF{o) j Jy,* uo (~H~ ,* uo¢ )~A"' rA.¢ 
0 0 

• 

This integral is one that occurs in the theory of diffract~ 

ion by circular apertures, and contains a Bessel function of 

unit order~ If J 0 (t)' and J 1 (t) are Bessel functions of ~ero 

and unit order respectively, then 

;: (t: ~¢)4~ 71 Jo {t) 
0 z. 

and j t; Jo (t) olr = z. J, (z.-) 
0 

By substitution, 



I· (. 6{1.) ~ .;J F(o) 7/ /?."' fJ.. J; {:Jif /(,.. Y,) 
J. tr R -1t" y, 

This equation gives the value of the density o(r) at a distance 
. - ~ 

r from. one of the lattice points. The factor F (0 )7/R~ can be 

neglected in determining the distributiQn of' density Which is 

determined by the factor 2J, (m) where m.,. 21/i:-n-r • 
. m .... 

This factor has a principal m.axilllum, equal to unity, at m =0, 

and subsidiary lateral maxima and minima. The zero values are 

given by th~ roots of the equation J 1 (m)-::: 0 with the exception 
,.. ' 

of' m = o. The first four roots, other than m ==0, occur at 
-

values ot· m equal to 3.832, 7 .016, 10.173, and 13.323. 

Thus the density r (r) is zero when 

3·83).. elz. 

If R*"is not the same in all directions, i.e. if the 

equivalent, optical aperture, plotted in reciprocal-lattice space 

is in the tor.m o1an ellipse, which is the case tor the proJection 

on the ac plane of the crystal benzene iodo-dichloride; then the 

peak formed in the proJection~ (:x,z) will also be in the form 

of an ellipse,, but with its major axis perpendicular to the 

maJor axis of the rJiit.irl:t elliptical aperture. 

With the spectra B.Ol in benz.ene iodo-dichloride, the 

maJor axis of the elliptical aperture is in the direction of 

the reciprocal lattice point 402, i.e. in a direction making 

an angle of 20° to the a*' axis, and has a value of R"'"== 1.10. 

The minor axis is at right angles to this with a value of 

R~: .78. If these values are put into the roots of the equation 

J 1 (m) "'" 0, then, in the direction ot the line C-I (see figs • .2'f,J:>-} 

the density o-(r), due to the diffraction rings from the iodine 

atom, is zero when 

r -::. 3.832. , 

;rrrx 1-1 o 
7.016 ' 

Ji/x I·ID 

10.173 , and 13.323 • 

rY._l(x 1-!o 



.56, .1.02, 1.47, and 1.93 (J..U..) from 
.~ 

the centre of the iodine atom; and in the direction of.the 
I 

line Ol1 I Cl~ th~ density o-(r) of the diffraction rings due to 

the iodine atom is zero. when 

r = 3.832. , 
27T~ • 78 

7.016 • 
2rrx .78 

10.173 , .and 13.323 
2rrx ,78 211~ .78 

.78, 1.43, 2.07, 2.71 (A.U.) from tne 

centr'e of the· iodine atom. Since the I-01 distance in benzene 

iodo-dichloride is 2.45A it can be seen that the first maximum 

of the diffractio-n rings. in this direction tends to displace 

the peaks due to the chlorine atoms towar<ls the iodine atom. 

This is. in S8Teement with the results obt;a.ined bN applying an 

artificial temperature faeto.r to the observed F(!!~~) in order t.o 
lin 

e~nate the diffractio-n ~ings • 

. I 
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